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editor’s note

Satisfyingly
tangible
It's super easy in this day and age to grab your smartphone,
tablet or laptop and begin flicking through abundant stand
up paddle board related online content. There's a great deal
of quality, mixed in with the not so great. Some of it will be
highly visual, such as video edits, while other articles will be
just that, articles. In the fast moving world we live in, digital
content is designed to be easily digested and forgotten
almost instantly.
I don't know about you but there's something unfulfilling about
only browsing the web. While I totally appreciate it’s a medium
that suits fleeting quick fix moments, stolen during tea/coffee
breaks (or similar), there's nothing quite like sitting down,
unplugging from the matrix and immersing yourself in the
tangible exercise of placing paper between fingertips. And that's
where we come in.
Now don't get me wrong, I appreciate the importance of having
quality 'stuff' on the 'net – and there’s plenty of available. We go to
great lengths and pack SUPM's website to the rafters with
awesome features. And, as many readers will be aware, we also
publish each issue in digital ezine form. But for most – me
included – nothing comes close to actually holding a printed
magazine – hot off the press. The smell of the ink, the texture of
the paper, beautiful photography and in depth stories; it's all part
of the experience. Seeing a dog-eared copy of SUP Mag UK resting
on a coffee table, months after the publishing event, is extremely
fulfilling to us. And we’re aware of a few paddlers filing each issue
for posterity – you can’t get a bigger accolade than that!
In an age where print is supposedly dead, it's satisfying to see
niche publications, such as SUPM, holding its own. We thank our
thirsty readership who appreciate the hard work and effort we put
in to bring each copy to you. And hard work it is...
We're not looking for violins, but SUPM's team toils and sweats
each week to bring you the best of SUP, presenting a snapshot of
the sport and broadcasting the stoke all UK paddlers can relate to.
From the feedback we get, we feel this is a promise we're delivering
on but, as always, please let us know what else you’d like to see.

Welcome, friends
The beady eyed among you will have seen SUPM’s recent news
piece about our new recruits. Richard Heathcote and Stephane
Lefevre are both highly skilled all-round watermen, with
experience across multiple disciplines. They’ll be helping deliver
SUPM’s in depth equipment tests that we’re renowned for. That’ll
unfortunately mean (sarcasm) you won’t see quite as much of my
bald bonce in the mag as previous – a good thing many would say!
We’re sure you guys will welcome Rich and Steph along with open
arms. Here at SUPM Towers we’re looking forward to working
closely with these two and helping make what we publish even
higher quality.
Right, without further ado, it’s on with the show. We hope you
enjoy this issue.
Tez Plavenieks, May 2016
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
@tezwoz
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Not all contributors are professional writers and
photographers, so don’t be put off writing because you have
no experience! Next issue is August 2016 with a
deadline of submissions on June 10th. Technical
Information: Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word
file with 800-1200 words, emailed to tez@supmaguk.co.uk.
Images should be hi-resolution and emailed with the Word
file or if preferred, a Dropbox folder will be created for you.
SUP Mag UK encourages contributions of any nature but
reserves the right to edit to the space available. Opinions
expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
publishing parent company, 2b Graphic Design. The
publishing of an advertisement in SUP Mag UK does not
necessarily mean that the parent company, 2b Graphic
Design, endorse the company, item or service advertised.
All material in SUP Mag UK is strictly copyright and all
rights are reserved. Reproduction without prior permission
from the editor is forbidden.

BOTT
‘16
Hosted by Blue Chip
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Text: SUP Mag UK
Photos: Dave White
(http://davewhite.me)
It’s hard to believe that
Blue Chip’s Battle of the
Thames is six years young
in 2016. Going from
strength to strength it’s
now one of the biggest
SUP races in the UK and
round one of the UK SUP
Club’s series.
As with every other Battle of the
Thames event SUPM was there on
the ground, cheering on all
competitors, who faced a tough
challenge. Heat levels were on the
up as the UK’s summer finally got
under way and with barely a breath
of wind on the race course it was
going to be hot, thirsty work for
sure.
Brian Johncey’s Blue Chip crew did,
as always, a sterling job with
organising the whole affair and
credit must also be given to the
photographers who were on hand to
document the event – Dave White
and Georgia Wharton to name two.
(Click the links on their names to
see more images).
Hard fought battles were being had
across all classes and it was exciting
to see how far UK SUP racing has
progressed since last year. There are
new paddlers turning up to these
events all the time, and in some
cases causing quite the upset.
Likewise it’s encouraging to see
each craft class going from strength
to strength. (At one point it was
hard to see past the yellow and
black of Naish’s N1SCO one design
category – proof that people are
really buying into this style of
racing).
A huge congratulations to everyone
who entered and all those working
behind the scenes. Once again
Battle of the Thames was a rip
roaring success and we’ll no doubt
see everyone back again at Surbiton
Yacht Club next year.
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JHV’s
Valley Isle
Having travelled to many places in the world the one
place that I never visited until recently was the Valley
Isle, Maui. That all changed in November 2015 – my first
trip to the mecca – and I see it being be the place I visit
most in the future.
Maui is special and heaven to a watersports person (it’s
also where stand up paddling originated). I had a spare
month before beginning heavy training for the Yukon
River Quest so tied in a four week trip before attending
the Standup for the Cure flagship event in my capacity as
a Global Ambassador on the way home in California. I
stayed with great friends on the north shore which had a
perfect view of the world famous Maliko downwind run.
This was going to be my playground during my visit.
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My first attempt at the Maliko was a baptism
of fire. Double overhead waves with 40-45
knots of wind. Having only ever had four days
of downwind paddling before, and
predominantly being a flat water SUPer, I
found myself swimming many times but I
learned quickly. That first run was
overwhelming but I was in Maui to learn. I
completed 1-2 runs every day for two weeks
leading up to the Olukai race – the biggest
downwind event in the world.
During this time conditions got better –
swell dropped to 4-6ft and wind levelled off
around 25-30 knots – which gave me time to
focus on actually paddling and not trying to
stay upright. I paddled with turtles,
dolphins, flying fish and most importantly
the most wonderful people. Add to this
water as warm as a bath and I was in my
personal nirvana.
I can understand why Maui has some of the
best water athletes in the world. Climate is
perfect, they have all types of conditions
(not just hardcore) and everyone is
supportive and happy to pass on training
and racing tips. I mean if you are chatting
with the likes of Zane Schweitzer, Bart de
Zwart and Connor Baxter you are always
going to improve.

Words: Jo Hamilton-Vale
Photos: Johann Meya, Harry Wiewel
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We hiked frequently and our
final leg of the trip was around
the Haleakala volcanic crater.
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Out in the wild
My trip to Maui was not only about water though. I was
also incorporating land based strength and cardio work. I
decided before leaving that the majority of my cross training
was going to be hiking. Hiking in Maui is one of the greatest
things I have ever done. I hit the trails with the most amazing
lady: Carol. Carol is an extremely strong and fit 74-year old who
regularly races OC1 and OC6 (outrigger) and certainly knows
her way up a mountain. We hiked frequently and our final leg
of the trip was around the Haleakala volcanic crater.
We entered the crater at 10,000ft, dropped down to 7000ft and
finished on a switchback trail taking us back up to 10,000ft.
The landscape and views are second to none. This was one of
the most magical days of my life.

Time to race
A few days before the Olukai race my buddy, Pete Kosinski,
arrived and stayed with us while he prepared. He was also
overwhelmed at the sheer beauty and friendliness of the Valley
Isle (as its known) and its people.
I chatted to many who regularly compete in the Olukai and
asked what my biggest challenge was going to be. Everyone
said the same thing: ‘Your biggest obstacle is going to be
getting out of the Gulch and around the turning buoy’.
The first leg of the race was forecast to be in strong cross wind and
cross swell. Taking this into account I quizzed the Schweitzer
family and I was privileged to have Matty Schweitzer join me on a
training recci, help guide me out, advise me on the best entry point
and what route I should take.
I chose to use my Naish One (12.6ft) inflatable – the only
inflatable paddler to enter. Being a downwind race where many
people choose unlimited boards with rudders there was obviously
no 12.6ft class and certainly no inflatable class, so I joined the
14ft group along with 42 other females.

15
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This race is massive,
amazing female athletes that certainly knew
how to surf those bumps. The conditions were
absolutely perfect and everything was going
well until I bonked at 8km and fell in three
times within a minute. The second buoy was
1km before the finish and turned you over the
reef which could be tricky to cross. Thankfully I
scraped through without falling in. I landed
safely and had to laugh when I heard a caddy
ask, “Is this a freaking inflatable?”

with 313 competitors in 2016, and it can feel
quite daunting in a thronging pack of
experienced stand ups.
We had a two hour wait in the Gulch where I
seemed to be getting more nervous as the
minutes ticked by. I just wanted to get on the
water and to start paddling. This race was
certainly taking me out of my comfort zone. I
had no idea where to start, did not know any of
my competitors and was wondering was I really
crazy, like many people were saying, racing an
inflatable. I then decided to accept it would be a
fun and intense learning experience for me.

I landed
safely and
had to laugh
when I heard
a caddy ask,
“Is this a
freaking
inflatable?”

My Naish One handled the conditions well and I
finished in 11th place, actually beating three of
the Elite females. This race was lots of fun and it
was great that both Pete Kosinski and I placed
highly in our age groups. After the Olukai it was
time to enjoy the sights and people of Maui
before heading to California.

The start line was crazy, with everyone wanting
to be on the right hand side and in the wind
shadow of the land. This would enable us all to
paddle in less cross breeze for a few minutes
before heading out onto Maliko. I was in the
third row of females and almost at the back of
the fleet but felt comfortable. My plan was to
get out and round the buoy before
concentrating on the race. This all changed as
soon as I heard the starter gun.

Cali bound
Next stop on my trip was Southern California for
the sixth annual Standup for the Cure event at
Newport Dunes. It is an honour to be a Global
Ambassador for this outstanding charity
alongside Zane Schweitzer and Annabel
Anderson. 2016’s event attracted over 1,000
paddlers and raised $100,000.

I got to my feet and paddled as hard as I could.
I got through the fleet and was in third place at
the mark. After turning I started noticing some
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I joined the all star group
of instructors: Zane Schweitzer, Shelby Schweitzer, Matt Schweitzer, Shae Foudy, Izzi Gomez
and Brennan Rose. All lessons were free of charge and continued throughout the day. Breast
and skin cancer screening was happening on the beach and over 100 people were checked –
this was also free of charge.
If you ever have the opportunity to attend this event I would highly recommend it. You will
see the biggest smiles, receive many hugs and share a few tears when you hear brave and
inspiring stories from people fighting this cruel disease.
I am extremely lucky to have the co-founders of this event, Judie Vivian and Shawneen
Schweitzer as very close friends. These two ladies are among the strongest and most
inspiring women I have ever met. They had a dream and a vision and worked tirelessly to
fulfil this. Over the last six years $700,000 has been raised. (This year I plan to complete the
four longest SUP races in the world which will see me paddling over 1800 kms. Every stroke
will be to raise money for Standup for the Cure).
As Standup for the Cure was coming to the end Zane Schweitzer and I decided on another
charity event 12 hours later (at 4am). We entered Red Bull’s Wings for Life World Run to raise
money for spinal injuries. We ran for those who can’t.

Check out
Standup for the Cure at:
http://suftc.org

This event has the best race concept I have ever seen. 34 countries around the world get
involved with everyone running at the same time, 12 noon GMT, hence why our start was at
4am in Los Angeles! Every runner sets off together and half an hour later a chase car starts
following. When the car catches you that’s it, game over, you are out of the race. I managed
13km before being caught. 130,732 runners entered and 6.6 million Euros was raised.

If you can have only one holiday in the future make sure it is to Maui (with a
stopover in California, potentially) – you will have the time of your life. Also,
always do your bit for charity if you can. Life is about give and take and we are not
all lucky enough to be able to run, cycle or paddle. Give other people the
opportunity to live their life to the full – it’s a great feeling.
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St Ives based Ollie Shilston has been a force to be reckoned with in
SUP racing for a number of years (he’s no slouch in surf either). Able
to mix it up on the world stage as well as at domestic events his
lifeguard background certainly pays off when preparing to tackle the
w o rl d ’ s e l i t e . N o w a S t a rb o a rd t e a m r i d e r, O l l i e i s p o i s e d t o m a k e a n
even bigger impact so SUPM thought it high time we caught up with
t h e Ke r n o w a c e fo r a n a t t e r.

Shilston’s w

Ollie Shilston
interview

How and where did you first
get into stand up paddling?

I work for the RNLI Beach Lifeguard Service in
Cornwall as a supervisor and I love to get in the
water as much as possible. Initially I bought a SUP
to get in the water even more, to stay fit and keep
that connection with the water. About three years
ago I bought a race board and started competing..

Interview: SUP Mag UK Pics: Allan Cross

world
w
–

What appealed to you about the
sport?

Te l l u s a b o u t t h e s p o t s y o u t e n d t o
paddle most frequently. What are
your favourites?

SUP has given me so many more options to enjoy the water.
Conditions here in Cornwall and the UK can be wild but I love
knowing that whatever the weather I can paddle or surf and
have fun on my SUP. I have always competed at sports from a
young age to the best of my abilities – you could say I have a
very competitive nature!

21
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I live near Hayle in Cornwall. St Ives Bay is where I do all my
training because whatever the conditions there are always
some options to train and have fun. Also living five minutes
from the beach means I don’t have to travel too far. During the
winters I used to work and travel abroad to places in the
Southern Hemisphere and before Christmas I went back to
South Africa on holiday with my family. That’s one of my alltime favourite places to go.

k

Yo u m a n a g e t o h e a d o v e rs e a s
fairly frequently – where do
you usually aim for and what
do these spots offer?
I have been extremely lucky to have help to
compete all over the world in SUP races. I love
competing in America. The SUP community is
much bigger over there and racing in places like
California, where the weather is warm and the
standard of competition is so high, is really fun. I
have been to three ISA World Championships
representing Great Britain and that’s always a huge
honour. Being part of a team is pretty good, as
usually it’s such an individual sport.

If you could head anywhere
in the world to SUP where
would it be and what
appeals about this
location?
I really want to go to Hawaii to compete as the
place has so much history in paddle sports and so
many good paddlers live there.

Any plans for further SUP
trips abroad in 2016?
It’s getting harder to compete abroad as I now have
a young family and getting time off from work
during the summer is difficult. This year hopefully I
will be looking to compete in some races in Europe,
maybe California and at the ISA World
Championships in Fiji.

You’re known mainly as a
SUP racer but can equally
rip it up in surf. Any plans
to do more wave events?
I will be competing at the Gwithian surfing event in
June. Hopefully some local knowledge will come
into play!

As a Starboard team rider
what are you expected to
deliver for your sponsors?
My sponsors obviously want me to do well and
achieve good results whilst using their equipment. I
really enjoy using Starboard boards and want to
demonstrate what great kit it is. I hope to be a good
ambassador for the brand by being a good team
player whilst having such a lot passion for the sport.
I also hope to introduce new people to the sport and
encourage youngsters to get involved.

Te l l u s a b o u t y o u r ro l e a t
SUP events around the UK –
what you do when on the
ground besides compete?
I currently jointly run St Ives Bay SUP Club and
have helped set up the South West Sea Monkeys
SUP series, starting this year. The race series for fun,
using already established races within the South
West, so less travel and hopefully some racing in all
sorts of conditions. It wouldn’t be able to happen
without the race organisers allowing us to use the
race results, so a huge thanks to them.
t o

a d v e r t i s e

c a l l
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Also this year I will be running some paddle clinics.
The clinics will be mainly based at Carbis Bay and
aimed at a range of abilities looking to improve their
skills. The brilliant thing about the area I live in is its
varied conditions. I can offer something for everyone
in any types of conditions, from downwinding to
technical course racing.

How did Starboard’s support
come about and what kind of
deal are you on?
I feel very lucky to be part of the Starboard team this
year. They have been fantastic in the support they
are offering me. The deal is that they provide me
with the best equipment but, more importantly, I get
to work with a team of people that are really into
paddling and seeing the sport progress. Being with
such a big brand like Starboard motivates me to
become even better.

What should aspiring stand
up paddlers do about
becoming a team rider for a
brand?
My advice would be to let your results do the talking.
The sponsorship will come if you’re getting the right
results. It’s all about having fun on the water and
sometimes chasing sponsorship can take the fun out
of things. Make sure the sponsorship deal is right for
you and don’t settle for second-rate equipment. I set
myself goals and that keeps me motivated, and I
don’t limit myself to the UK.

What UK events will
you be doing this
year?
I’m looking to compete at some of the
UKSUP series events as well as a few
standalone events like the National Water
Sports festival and the Celtic Crossing. I
will also be doing the Sea Monkeys SUP
series this year, which includes the Euro
Tour Race, The Celtic Cup. I am looking
forward to racing locally and expanding
the South West race scene, hopefully in
some varied conditions.

What’s your favourite
part of stand up paddle
boarding?
I would be lying if I said I didn’t enjoy
having the pick of the waves in the line
up. However it pays not to be greedy.
Where I live SUPs are generally accepted
but some people have given SUP a bad
name. Luckily I know most people here,
so I don’t get bothered too much.

What’s your local crew of
paddlers like – who do you
normally SUP with?
I’m very lucky to have a great training group, headed
up by Glenn Eldridge at Ocean Sports. Last year
Damo Warner, Glenn and myself set up the St Ives
Bay SUP Club, which is going from strength to
strength. We have a fantastic mix of guys and girls of
all ages and abilities, and always have a laugh. I’m
really looking forward to seeing how some of the
training group go this year.

If you had to choose one
last thing you wanted to
achieve within SUP before
giving it up, what would
that be and why?
I would love to do the Molokai crossing in Hawaii.
This year I will hopefully be doing the European
version from the Isles of Scilly to Sennen, called the
Celtic Crossing.

How do you keep the SUP
stoke going as well as
motivating others to get
involved?
Living in such a beautiful part of the world and
training with such a great crew, it’s not hard to get
people involved. One training session with the sun
rising at Carbis Bay and they are hooked. When the
weather is not so good, people still come because
they know the benefits they get from a good workout
and hanging out with a great bunch of like minded
people. Personally I never have a problem staying
motivated to get in the water.

Why should people take up
SUP and how do you
encourage them to take to
the water?
SUP provides great healthy benefits. The movements
you do are beneficial to strengthen and to tone up the
body. The mechanics of SUP offer a combination of
the movement of the legs and hips together with the
movement of the trunk, and finally expressed through
arms – working the whole body. I also find it can be
my escape from the day-to-day grind. There’s no
better feeling than getting out on the water to relax!

Te a o r c o f fe e ?
Tea (never had a coffee!)

Blonde or brunette?
Brunette

Sausage or bacon butty?
Bacon butty

Te l l u s a b o u t y o u r
favourite bit of SUP
kit.
I’m currently riding the Starboard 12’6
Allstar 25inches wide and 7’7 pro wave
model. They are great boards for every
condition.
23
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Any final shout outs?
My wife George has just had our second baby called
Barney. I wouldn’t be able to do any of this without
her.

OSheasurf.com
• info@osheasurf.com • 01758 613111 •
distributor enquires welcome
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SUP secrets of
The last time I went to Wales
there were waves, and lots of
them! In fact, whenever I catch
up with the guys over the bridge,
they always seem to be getting
plenty of waves… so that’s the
one thing I always associate with
the Welsh coastline, and I’m sure
most people do too.
Words and pics: Dave White

Don’t get me wrong, it’s a great thing to claim if you live
there and often well worth travelling for, but it did get me
thinking - where are all the new paddlers learning and
finding their first steps? Maybe we’ve missed some
hidden gems and paddle boarding is really on the up,
according to local boy Jim Brooks-Dowsett.
Jim is a keen paddler and helps run a local club, which is
supported by the council-run White Water Centre where
they are based and his shop, Puravida Boardriders. I gave
him a shout, asked him to show me around and set the
record straight.
Jim - “When Whitey asked me if I could show him a few of
the local spots where we take out new paddlers and have a
cruise ourselves, I thought; well that’s easy! It’s all right on
our doorstep, in fact it’s right on the doorstep of the entire
population of Cardiff and the surrounding coastal towns like
Penarth and Barry.
“The entire coast of South Wales has endless spots to get in
for either a sheltered paddle or the perfect introduction to
waves, not to mention some serious surf spots to give plenty
of opportunities for progression. Locally for us, participation
is the key and our main focus is to get new people into the
sport and to make it as fun and easy as possible. From there,
some people just like to cruise while others are keen to get
in the surf.
“The beauty is that you can make it what you want and
there is a really buzzing scene of new paddlers growing all
the time.”
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A really well sheltered
beach front with a big
pier and promenade
all the way along

Cardiff White Water
Centre
Did you know that the tide is always in at
Cardiff Bay? Well, since the Barrage went in a
long time ago now, it has created the perfect
venue to learn to SUP or cruise the two major
rivers that run all the way from the Valleys out
to the Bay.
Cardiff White Water Centre is the local base for
a lot of watersports activities, and there are lots
of other things like white water rafting, high
ropes and even and indoor wave there to keep
you entertained! The entire area has really been
devoted to sport and this is where the local club
and the centre itself teach people from scratch.
There is a filtered, freshwater pool to cover the
basics, then you can paddle the Ely or Taff
Rivers and across the spectacular full tide bay.
It’s one of those places where you get a
completely different perspective of Cardiff than
you would from the land!

Ely River
TThe Ely is home to a lot of boats and acts as a
giant natural marina. Around the winds and
bends you get a lot of greenery and it’s well
sheltered even on a windy day. When we
paddled here we didn’t see anyone else on the
water and it was very relaxed, a great route to
paddle at any pace and wind down from the
day’s stresses!
Across the bay itself, you get a full view of the
Barrage and the spectacular buildings
around. It’s a lot more exposed, so the water
can be a bit more of a wild ride if there is wind
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around and you’ll see plenty of boats on the
move. No matter where you go there is an
edge, so it’s pretty safe for all abilities, if a
little more open than the rivers.
I could see the iconic Millennium Stadium
(now SWALEC) from the bay and the boys
showed us all the way up the river until we
were able to actually paddle underneath the
outer side itself! This is another great paddle
with a different set of views, more industrial
and right into the heart of the city to the home
of Welsh Rugby!
With so much lighting in and around the bay,
the boys often organise a night paddle and
this takes them right into the windier nights at
the end of the year..

Penarth
Just around the corner (literally) is Penarth,
where the Puravida shop is based. With high
cliffs, this seaside town has a really well
sheltered beachfront, with a big pier and
promenade all the way along. At high tide on a
calm day it’s a great spot to paddle and the
boys often train here for a bit of coastal
paddling and to take some more experienced
paddlers out for a different view!
There is a strong current in the Bristol Channel
to be aware of and I’m told it gets bumpy in
rougher weather… but we managed to stay dry
(well most of us did) and experience a nice
high tide paddle at slack water. Being the
coast, it’s definitely a place to paddle with
others and always wear a leash!

Mark Lloyd is a local fitness instructor running Brawd Health & Fitness, based
in Barry, and says that this is another great place for progressing paddlers –
only ten minutes further away from Cardiff! In Barry, if it’s flat water you’re
after, then South Wales SUP Club run ad-hoc sessions out of Barry Community
Water Activity Centre (BCWAC) from the newly regenerated No 1 dock in
Barry. Here, complete beginners can practice in a safe environment and it’s a
nice place to go if it’s too windy on the coast.
For those who want to experience a bit of SUP in coastal waters, there are a
number of beaches in and around Barry that can be used. Due to the strong
tides and rips you need a bit more local knowledge, but when you get the right
conditions there is nothing more pleasant than seeing Barry Island from the sea.
The main bay (Whitmore) is where you will find all the hustle and bustle –
have a SUP and a coffee at the infamous Marcos Cafe (made famous by Gavin
and Stacey).
There’s also Watchtower Bay or the Old Harbour which, on a big tide, can be
explored all the way around (you do need a big tide though or you’ll be
grounding those fins in the sand). The little known Jackson’s Bay is
also fun and quite safe if you stay up to 100 metres out and
on an incoming tide! This place is the
resident’s secret retreat… shhh!
Mark Lloyd - “Of course, if you are a more
experienced paddler you can use the tides
to your advantage and paddle around the point to all three bays on the
incoming or outgoing tide! However, always paddle in at least pairs and have a
phone. If conditions are
tricky you should check in
and out with the
coastguard.”

South Wales Paddleboarding Club is
organised by Jim and Mark and is the best
place to start and find your way around if
you are a compete beginner or just want to
meet up with other paddlers for a cruise:

www.sup-wales.com
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Jim BrooksDowsett
Owner Puravida Boardriders,
SUP coach

Mark Lloyd
Owner Brawd & Missfit
Health & Fitness, SUP coach

Duncan Sheldon
Local teacher and top
waterman

Richard Norton
Australian soap star now
adopted local waterman
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Boardshorts NOT included
Scottish SUP
Words: Simon Dunton (SUP North)

If you’re located north of Watford
Gap and you’re thinking of going
on an epic surf road trip then the
obvious choice would be a drive
to Devon or Cornwall. After the
long journey you’ll probably be
presented with 4ft+ swell but the
wind will likely be onshore, five
people will be trying to paddle
into each wave and once you’re
on a wave you’ll be dodging
surfers like on a slalom course!

Thurso

to quad setup… waited… various vans and
cars started to turn up and within no time it
was getting light and three surfers were
paddling up from the river. First surfer, first
wave, drops right into a barrel, lighting up
the faces of every surfer watching in the
carpark. I knew right away that by the time
I was suited and booted so would be most of
the pro surfers that were watching. So
instead I decided, now it was getting light,
to check out some other spots in the area to
hunt out some epic waves of my own.

NEXT TIME YOU PLAN AN EPIC SURF TRIP
YOU’D DO WELL TO CONSIDER THE NORTH
SHORE OF SCOTLAND. (Yes I’m shouting!).
You might not be SUPin’ in your boardshorts
but what you will be doing is surfing
amazing waves, in beautiful clear sea, pretty
much to yourself… well, maybe apart
from Thurso East, which is a world-class
wave that even lures surfers from way down
in Cornwall (with possibly a 14 hour drive it
really must be worth it!).
Let’s just skim over the drive up, it is a long
way but it’s worth it. Anyway, I arrived at
Thurso East before first light, parked in the
farmyard across from the break, ate some
carrots and tried my hardest to assess the
waves through the darkness. Never having
been to Thurso before I didn’t really know how
to get to the water, how far away those waves
were breaking and if I was looking at 1ft or
6ft. That, coupled with taking a SUP to a
barrelling reef break with no idea of what
surprises could be lurking just under the
water and the likelihood of being surrounded
by 20 frothing pro surfers (the pro tour was up
in Thurso that weekend) angry at my very
presence, I was understandably cautious
about putting myself out there.

I checked out Dunnet Bay and, although
it’s a nice bay, the waves that were hitting
the middle were only around the 4ft mark –
I hadn’t driven all this way for that, I
wanted Thurso East, I wanted epic. So off to
the next spot.
Shit Pipe was my next destination. It’s across
the river from Thurso East and only a five
minute paddle so possible to do both breaks
in one session. Pipe is a boulder reef break in
pretty deep water – a much friendlier option
than Thurso East. It was a fun wave but on
this day not what I had driven all this way for.
So I paddled over to Thurso East… wow, what
can I say, it was the most perfect barrelling,
sucky reef break (slab) I have ever surfed.
Unfortunately there was a surf competition
about to start so on this session I only
managed a couple of waves.

So I waited, switched up the Starboard 7.7ft
to a quad fin setup with some shiny K4
fins… waited… switched my Starboard 7.4ft
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surf adventures
If you do want to surf Thurso East on your
SUP (most definitely not a spot for
beginners) your best bet would be to park
up on the other side of the river and paddle
over to Thurso East for first light and hope
you can get a quick session in before it gets
too busy. Then retreat elsewhere for a few
fun ones. This is exactly what I did on my
last day and scored some great waves
before the crowds turned up.

Torrisdale

After a quick stop off for a sausage
sandwich and a side order of Wi-Fi (mobile
signal is patchy up there to say the least), I
drove along the cost to Brimms Ness. It’s
not the easiest place to find and parking on
another farmyard didn’t feel right – but
that’s what Magic Seaweed told me to do!
This spot is another slab reef
break but, going by the unevenness of the
reef you walk over to get to the sea,

Strathy

it’s definitely not as featureless and smooth
as Thurso East. This place feels wild,
exposed and intimidating with powerful,
bowling, barrelling waves. Not for the faint
hearted; if you get caught on the inside
here on a SUP you know about it. I took one
wave on the head and I was dragged about
25ft along the bottom. I saw that as my
sign to call it a day.
When I got in there were two surfers but by
the time I got out there were closer to ten.
No agro, no negativity, just respect. Respect
for taking that big paddle board thing out at
this break, one said!

Dunnet Bay

The following day was windy and the surf
comp took the best of the waves so, in the
end, my only option for ridable surf
was Strathy. This spot is a beach break,
which made a nice change, and it’s super
sheltered from east or west wind and also
from westerly waves to some degree –
which was fine as I was happy for
something mellow.

meandering down the river, light sand,
turquoise waters: pretty idyllic really.
It was here that I really experienced
Scottish weather. One minute the waves
were glassy and not a breath of wind, then it
switched 30mph cross-shore and the
sea just turned into a whole different beast.
The cross-shore wind (from the west)
chopped waves up in no time but what
really surprised me was that the swell
coming from the north pretty much doubled
in size instantly. (It was overhead on the
occasional set before things went haywire).
Definitely time for me to call it a day!

Torrisdale was one of the final spots I
visited. I’d heard lots about this wave as it
had been recommended numerous times.
I’d checked it out the day before but it
wasn’t really working. It’s all beach break.
There is a right hander in the river mouth
(low-mid tide) and then more of a left and
other beachie setups going on across the
river mouth. It’s a very pleasant paddle out,
35
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So my point is:
If you want to surf epic
waves, hunt down
barrels or just want to
get away from the other
50+ surfers at your
usual break, the north
shore of Scotland is a
great option. The beauty
of Scotland is that no
expensive ferry ticket is
required, just throw your
board in the van and
drive.

Wet ‘N’ Dry
SUP club profile

Duncan Slater is one half the
organiser (his other half El is the, er,
other half) of Wet ‘N’ Dry SUP Club. A
relaxed collection of paddlers the
east coast based SUP club attracts a
regular crew and their Wednesday
night get togethers are popular
social gatherings. We caught up with
Dunc to get the low down.
Interview: SUP Mag UK

Te l l u s a l i t t l e a b o u t t h e c l u b ’ s
history – how did it come about
and how did you get involved??
We’d done a couple of group paddles before, but I guess we
properly started in 2011. Having been two of the first guys to
SUP around here, Jamie from Wet’n’Dry Boardsports (see
www.wetndryboarsports.com) and I were hooked, did our
instructor tickets and started looking for suitable venues for
teaching in various conditions. Wednesday evenings naturally
became our regular midweek meet when we’d paddle for a
couple of hours after work, usually followed by a swift pint.
Soon enough a few friends had joined in too, so we decided to
open it up it as a ‘club’. Initially it was just customers from the
shop, but numbers really began to rise when we started calling
our paddles on a Facebook page…
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What’s the club’s ethos and how do
you see the Wet’n’Dry SUP club
evolving in 2016?
We’re really informal, don’t charge a fee and are open to
anyone who knows how to paddle already! We try to be as
relaxed and inclusive as possible, aiming to encourage people
out and make everyone feel welcome. Our core is the
Wednesday evening ‘SUP Club’, which is a social affair, and we
move to viable Sundays after the clocks go back for winter.
This season we aim to stretch to a few longer-distance tours
and maybe some race training nights – but our main event is
always going to be that all-inclusive SUP Club night.
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How many members do you currently
have? Any stand-out up and
upcoming talent you’ve identified?
Or is it more about social paddling
rather than competitive SUP?
As we’re not officially a club, we don’t technically have any
members at all! But we must have welcomed well over 100
paddlers to SUP Club by now; our biggest night was 50+, with a
regular turnout of 20-30 in the summer. Overall, we’re much
more about social paddling and getting people involved than
competition, but we do have a few useful racers amongst us. As
a team we’re very proud to have finished third at the last
couple of BSUPA National SUP Club Championships (OK,
technically fourth on countback last year, but we were tied
equal third with Bray Lake on points!).

What type of stand up do most of
Wet’n’Dry’s members participate in?

Ever head further afield on SUPfaris?

Recreational flat-water probably best sums us up. Definitely a handful
of us are into waves, but we’re such a long way from any sort of reliable
surf (normally via the M25 too!) that we haven’t taken the club that
way. Conditions out here are brilliant for touring, distance and race
training, so making the best of what we’ve got, that’s really our thing.
But week-to-week it’s all about getting out there with a sociable bunch
of other paddlers. Oh, and usually a cheeky drink afterwards too…

Except for the National SUP Club Championships and a few other race
events, we haven’t really ventured outside of Essex as a club. We intend
to strike out a bit more this season, but the great thing about SUP is
that it can fit into your life pretty easily – so we like to keep it local to
allow as many paddlers as possible to make it without too huge an
impact on ‘normal’ life. What have proved really popular are our gentle
downwinders (more down-tiders really, with moderate tailwinds) which
we’ve built up to 12km and could go even further this year...

Te l l u s a b o u t y o u r l o c a l p u t i n a n d
what its advantages are for paddlers.

Does Wet’n’Dry have any big trips
planned for 2016?

We use about a dozen different launches to suit various wind and tide
combinations. High tide can be Chalkwell, Thorpe Bay or a couple of
other spots near Southend, on the Thames Estuary – or up on the River
Crouch we have a Hullbridge to Battlesbridge route to tuck out of
southerly winds. Benfleet Creek and Old Leigh, near Canvey Island, can
be super-flat at high tide. Two Tree Island is our go-to low tide spot, as
we can paddle out down ‘the Ray’ from there to ‘Seal Point’ and even
round the end of the world’s longest pleasure pier! If it’s too windy for
the coast, or the tides don’t suit, we head inland to a few favourite
launches on the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation, notably Paper Mill
Lock where we run most of our school lessons as it’s so well sheltered.

For a couple of seasons now we’ve been talking about heading west for a
surf trip, so maybe 2016 is the year we finally do it. We have formed good
links with Bray Lake, Suffolk SUP and Aqua Sports, they’re all within a couple
of hours of us so we plan to get started with a few flat-water trips first.

How often do you meet as a group?
Every week in British summertime Wednesday evening is SUP Club, in
all but the very worst of weather, and we call the venue and distance on
the day (with a heads-up the previous evening) to suit the forecast. Out
of season though, when it’s too dark in the evenings and we’ve finished
teaching on the weekends, we move to an occasional ‘Sunday Service’
in good weather. Last winter did get a bit windy after November
though!

What about overseas – is that a
possibility?
We’ll start national before we go global! But Southend Airport does fly
to a few interesting places: my wife Elisa and I are fresh back from
some awesome paddling in sunny Lanzarote – plus Tenerife, Portugal,
Italy and Ireland all have potential too…

Have you guys had to undergo training
to be able to run club get-togethers?
What tickets do you hold and how does
this help?
We haven’t had to for the club, but Wet’n’Dry SUP is an official school
(see www.wetndrysup.com/learn-to-sup/) so we’re fully BSUPA affiliated
for that. Both Elisa and I are qualified BSUPA Level 2 (Race & Touring)
instructors, which is pretty handy for keeping on top of big groups. Plus
Jamie was first to do his BSUPA and more recently his son Nathan
completed the Level 1 course last year too.
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Do you think you’ll continue with your
personal training or are you more
interested in getting club members up
to qualification standard?
With four instructors, we already have plenty to run the school. 2015
was pretty busy with 150+ new paddlers coming through, but we’re
expecting even more this season as the sport is really booming. To be
honest we’ve not had much demand for advanced lessons yet, so we’ll
focus on building those first rather than chasing more qualifications.

Which areas of SUP do you see having
the biggest growth and how can club
environments help nurture this?
The biggest growth for the sport is always going to be getting new
recreational paddlers onto the water, so a safe, friendly club
environment has to be the way forward… Way out east, our flat water is
ideal for touring (be that inland, coastal loops or our gentle estuary
‘downwinders’ with the tide), which is something everyone enjoys.
Taking on these routes as a club really helps build confidence and
competence, especially amongst those who are relatively new to
watersports. But a few of us have also really enjoyed getting into a bit
of racing these last couple of seasons, although it’s important to us
that the competitions don’t get so ‘elite’ that they start putting off keen
club paddlers who want to give it a go, but are really into SUP for the
relaxed ‘surfsports’ vibe (even if they do enjoy a bit of tussle!).

What brands do you carry and why
have you chosen this gear?
Boards are mainly Red Paddle Rides, as they’re perfect beginner platforms
for the school – plus we normally carry a couple of RRD pump-ups and
occasionally the odd demo board or two from the shop. Quality inflatables
make total sense for us as they’re so user-friendly and robust, and Jamie
at the shop makes sure the kit is always in top condition.
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Is kit provided by Wet’n’Dry SUP club?
Can paddlers just rock up and get
involved sans kit?
Our school boards are available to hire for £25 per session – including
paddle, leash, wetsuit and boots, if required – and we take the trailer to
all but the windiest of SUP Clubs. We ask that anyone who hires already
knows how to paddle: ideally that they’ve done a course. Otherwise, for
anyone with their own kit, it’s totally free (except maybe for enough
money to buy that pint afterwards!).

How does Wet’n’Dry go about
attracting new blood to the fold? Why
is paddling in a club environment
beneficial?
We introduce a lot of new blood to SUP Club straight from their first
lesson with the school. Having a ready-made group for people to paddle
with is a very simple next step, and means we can keep new paddlers
involved. Pure visibility helps too: a group of 30+ paddling along a busy
seafront in club colours certainly gets us noticed! Then, as we’re tied to
the shop and school, we rank pretty high when people Google us.
Paddling in a club environment definitely helps as people are
beginning to log time on the water. We do the all-important route
planning – checking and double-checking weather forecasts, timing
around the tides, identifying any potential hazards etc – allowing our
paddlers to just turn up and know they’re safe. Having a regular club
night is great for motivation too: some Wednesday evenings the
weather can seem off-putting and you’d otherwise be tempted to stay
home, but they all turn out to be great paddles. (Even if you did make
the effort just to earn the beer afterwards!)

Where do you see club level stand up
paddling going? Do you think clubs
will continue springing up and
growing?
This is still a booming sport and there’s plenty of growth left in it yet,
so of course there should be new clubs springing up all over the place!
While paddling alone is plenty of fun, one of the special things about
this sport is its inherent sociability – unless you’re going flat-out, it’s
really easy to chat as you go and even if you’re not the talkative kind
it’s much more reassuring to cover some distance or take on new
routes as part of a group.

What would you like to see more of
with the UK’s SUP club
infrastructure?
BSUPA and UK SUP do a great job already, so really the
infrastructure’s already there. What might be nice is a little more
interaction between the clubs away from the competition circuit. Not
racing, but touring and social paddling, like ‘cultural exchanges’ –
certainly anyone from any other club is super-welcome to come and
join us if they’re out this way; just check out the calendar at
www.wetndrysup.com or hit WetnDrySUP on Facebook or Twitter for
details…

Any tips for those considering
setting up a club themselves?
Keeping it simple and informal has certainly worked out for us – it’s
still a lot of fun, which is the most important thing, and has proved to
be a very ‘inclusive’ model. We have looked at setting up a legitimate
club – charging a membership fee, appointing officials and all that –
but without a dedicated venue or facilities we don’t see how the
benefits would outweigh the paperwork and effort. In fact, we’d
probably end up with fewer numbers; after all, it’s a free sport and

some people just aren’t interested in joining an official club. Our
paddlers all feel free to come when they can, without the hurdle of
having to commit to a membership fee.
The key to organising successful paddles is knowing your locations
and understanding the conditions – then calling the sessions
accordingly, so they stay safe enough for everyone, yet challenging
enough to keep the more experienced interested. Then the
mechanics of getting a ‘club’ together can be as simple as a Facebook
page or group, a blog or simple website: whatever works for you!

Any final shout outs and thanks?
Definitely huge thanks to Jamie and Graham Dodds at Wet’n’Dry
Boardsports for seeing the potential in SUP, even if that doesn’t mean
the biggest profit-margins! Check out www.wetndryboardsports.com
and take a look round the shop via www.vimeo.com/147946356. Of
course we’d be nothing without all of our regular paddlers who turn
out most weeks to form the backbone of our club… Also BSUPA have
been awesome for information and inspiration, not least Simon
Bassett, Simon Frost and the living legend that is Sam Ross.

Wet'n'dry SUP
www.wetndrysup.com
email: info@wetndrysup.com
Tel: 01268 569988
www.facebook.com/WetnDrySUP
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FROM CIRCLE ONE
STAND UP PADDLE BOARDS
EPS High Density Pressurised Core
PVC ‘DV Cell’ reinforced standing area
CrosslinkTM reinforcement material
throughout with multi-layers of premium
European fibre-glass
Premium European epoxy resin throughout
Uni-directional full length wood stringer for
strength and controlled flex

All shapes by

HydroLoc Valve Pressure system
Gloss deck with matt bottom
Durable EVA Deck Pad
Hand finished to C1 exacting standards
Exceptional Strength to Weight ratio
Also available: the hugely popular soft-top
and iSUP ranges, check out the website for
further details.

12’ 6” x 30" x 6"
iSUP

10’6”x 34”x 6”
iSUP

10’4”x 33”x 4”½”
Soft Top SUP

11’x 33”x 4”½”
Soft Top SUP

/circleonesurf
TEL: +44 (0)1363 773005

WWW.CIRCLE-ONE.CO.UK

/CircleOneSurfCo

9’6”x 30”x 4 Ǫ”
147 L - Round Tail

11’2”x 32”x 4½”
187 L
10’5”x 31”x 4½”
168 W
L ing Bat Tail Round Tail
10’2 Tail
Round

12’x 32”x 4 ǫ”
210 L
Round Tail

You’ve perused various destinations, basing your decision on your tastes in SUP,
chosen suitable accommodation for everyone, made sure it fits with the rest of
your family’s wants and needs, and finally parted with hard earned readies.
Smiling contently you visualise warm, sunny weather, gin clear water and
nothing to do but paddle all day. But wait, what about stand up paddle kit...?
Words: Tez Plavenieks
Pics: Caroline Rigby, Stuart Fraser, Fi Plavenieks

The hassle factor?
thanks to Fatstick for loaning me their next
generation 8.6ft Fish to test. McConks (a
new name for UK SUP) provided a three
piece carbon travel paddle, which fitted
neatly into our regular luggage. (You can
see the paddle review on SUPM’s website).

I’m no stranger to lugging equipment
through airports and struggling with
transport having arrived at my
destination, already shivering at the
thought of making the return journey.
Throughout my life I’ve frequently
travelled with surfboards, windsurf kit
(during my time as a windsurf mag
editor we regularly flew with 40+ boards,
20+ sails and associated accessories for
testing purposes) and now SUP gear.
Stand Up 4 The Kids was born!

At £35 a pop (for each leg) EasyJet’s
oversize baggage charge won’t break the
bank. Heading to Gatwick I considered how
other airlines will sting you a LOT more than
that. It almost seemed too easy, I thought. I
came down to Earth with a thump at
EasyJet’s check in.

Whichever way you slice the cake, getting on
a plane, having carted your kit through
departures, checked in – after much scrutiny
from curious airport staff and bystanders –
and manhandled gear to your resort is never
going to be as easy as hiring once on the
ground. That said, the positives of having
your own SUP and paddle normally do
outweigh the downsides. (And yes, I
acknowledge you have the inflatable option.
But with waves calling I wanted a hard board).

A shambles doesn’t even begin to describe
the chaos that ensued. With my toddler
daughter Molly in her buggy, two bags, a
board and hand luggage, we became part of
a thronging mass all trying to check in via
self-service machines. Five flights, going to
various destinations, were all congregating
in one big, hot, sweaty mess. And capping it
off were machines that refused to play
nicely, only making things more
complicated and stressful.

Departure chaos

Now don’t get me wrong, I appreciate
technology can fail, but what I’d expect is
efficient communication detailing what’s
going on, how the situation can be swiftly
remedied and, most importantly, where
oversize luggage needs to be dropped.
Instead rude officials, stressed passengers,
an assortment of bikes, boards, skis,
snowboards and baby paraphernalia were
all shoving and shifting about the check in
lounge as if at a football match. On two
occasions my wife tried to get responses
from a chap clad in an EasyJet bib. All I’ll
say is he was less than helpful and I had to
bite my tongue…

The family and I decided to head back to
Lanzarote this winter for some warm surf,
flat water SUP fun, the odd bit of
windsurfing, increased air temperatures and
a change of scene. Having booked to stay in
Costa Teguise, the only thing left to
organise was SUP gear.
On paper, EasyJet are a stand up paddle
boarder’s friend. The airline’s excess
baggage charges are reasonable and
transparent. Logging onto EasyJet’s website,
it was quick and easy to reserve space for
my sled. I took a versatile, short (ish) SUP
that would cope with Atlantic juice while
remaining applicable for flat water floats –
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Travelling with

SUP kit
43
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SUP was put to good use with my sister-inlaw’s boyfriend nailing down those allimportant SUP fundamentals. And when he
wasn’t aboard, the wife getting stuck in, or her
sister dabbling with a paddle, I was sweeping
Molly around the shallows.

In Lanza

The aftermath
So was travelling with kit
worth it?
There’s no denying that
having personal gear to hand
meant being able to score
SUP sessions whenever the
feeling arose or conditions
turned on (most days then).
Having versatile kit also
meant flat water and wave
venues were both fair game.
When you hire equipment,
often you are limited to using
it at just one spot.
With a toddler in the mix,
logistics were certainly
harder this time around –
made more challenging than
it needed to be by lack of
communication from the
airline.

With literally minutes to spare, despite
having arrived at Gatwick over two hours
before our flight time, we made it onto the
plane bound for Arecife. Following an
uneventful flight, where our little one made
friends with everyone in the vicinity, the
flight touched down. At this point I became
anxious. Following the debacle during
departure, I half expected to see my SUP
board in two pieces. That didn’t happen,
however. In fact, one of our suitcases and the
board never materialised from the other side
of the luggage carousel – surprise, surprise.

Having had a bumpy start, our trip turned
into a goody and everyone had a thoroughly
spiffing time. And then came the return
journey…

Heading home
Cutting a long story short, we had yet more
issues courtesy of our friends at EasyJet. With
modern technology such as it is, we’d already
deduced that our return flight was going to be
late. Instead of informing us officially,
however, the airline staff herded everyone to
the departure gate and had us waiting around
for way longer than necessary. I appreciate
sometimes these things happen. In this case
French air traffic control were striking, which
was knocking on to all inbound Lanzarote
flights. What I couldn’t fathom is why this
wasn’t communicated…

A further 45 minutes of queuing, in a now
stifling hot airport, to report our missing
belongings, followed. And we weren’t the only
ones. There were a lot of disgruntled
holidaymakers in the same boat. Expecting to
be in our hotel, sipping a few cold beers by
now, we finally managed to file the report and
were told by a super helpful Spanish lady that
our bags would hopefully arrive the following
day. Mildly relieved, although not entirely
convinced, we could only wait.

To add yet more confusion, our flight’s
designated take off slot had been moved and
we were going to be using a shorter runway.
This meant that our plane now had too much
weight to get airborne and so the cabin crew
manager appealed for a handful of volunteers
to stay an extra night. To some this may
sound idyllic, but not with a very tired small
person who badly needed to get home.

All’s well that ends well?
The following day our second case and stand
up paddle board did indeed arrive at the hotel
– and not in bits either, I might add.
Miraculously there were only a couple of tiny
hairline cracks on the tail. A few blobs of
DingStick later and she was right as rain.
As a wave of relief washed over us, we then
set about really enjoying our trip. During the
next few days we made sojourns across to the
north shore of Lanzarote and scored some
awesome waves. Back in Costa Teguise the

In the end we arrived nearly three hours late
back in the UK but happy to have finally
made it.

In the future we’ll think a lot
harder about travelling with
equipment. On balance, if the
location offers it, then we’ll
probably rent – but if there’s
not that option then we’ll
obviously suck it up, grit our
teeth and prepare for battle.

Thanks must go to Fatstick
SUP, McConks SUP and
North Coast Wetsuits who
all helped with this article.
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FREE
PADDLE
WITH EVERY

BOARD
Use promo code

FatStick12

PETER EDKINS
8’6 WAVE FISH // PORTHLEVEN

SMALL BRAND,
BIG PERFORMANCE
From

£399
Performance SUPs
at affordable prices

See the full range at

fatstick.co.uk

Lake District
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touring
Meck Pomeranian

style
Words: Dirk Herpel
Photos: Fanatic SUP International

Pure nature! Canoeists have known it for a long time – the
Lake District of Meck Pomeranian, in the middle of Germany,
offers fabulous landscapes and lots of space for beautiful
paddle tours. What canoeists love is even nicer for stand up
paddlers – after all, SUPers get a much better view than our
sit down cousins.
Fanatic teamriders Paulina Herpel, Kai Nicolas Steimer and
Klaas Voget discovered the beauty of this area with their
inflatable SUPs. Quite close to where they come from, they
found new routes to explore and a whole world of stand up
paddle boarding adventure.
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Which way?
Right or left? Just trees, everywhere. You
may have surfed huge waves like Jaws (in
Maui) or One Eye (in Mauritius) but that
doesn‘t mean you know every tiny corner
of the Meck Pomeranian Lake District.

Kai: “I think we should
have taken the last
branch to the next lake.”
Paulina: “Oh no, please
don‘t tell me we have to
go back all that way!”
Klaas and Kai look kind of confused.
There’s nobody to be seen to ask for
directions. Eventually it‘s time to grab the
map out of the waterproof backpack.
There are just too many opportunities to
take a smaller or bigger loop. It would
have been easier if our three musketeers
had done the tour at a weekend or on a
public holiday, where it would have been
a bit more crowded and they could have
asked other paddlers for the route. The
area is actually quite popular and you
can rent kayaks at almost every camping
ground. But even in the rush hour you are
alone in the crowd of canoists as a stand
up paddler. Rent a SUP? Nowhere – bring
your own gear!
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Cold blooded review:
12,000 years ago there was a thick layer
of ice all over the landscape of
Meck Pomeranian. One day it got
warmer... The layer melted and hundreds
of lakes where ‘born‘ Our three paddlers
decided to explore ten of them in two
days. The starting (and finishing) point is
the Beaver Holiday Resort, close to the
Diemitzer Watergate. If you trust your sat
nav, drive along the tiny little forrest track
and don´t doubt two minutes before
reaching your destination, it takes you
two and a half hours from Hamburg. The
Grimm Brothers lived in Kassel, and you
could swear they took the inspiration for
their fairytales straight out of this
landscape.
Close packed trees and light shimmer in
all kinds of greens and brown and around
springtime make the landscape appear
magical. If a witch‘s house should appear
behind the next corner, nobody would be
surprised.

Ready to pump:
We park our car right at the Beaver
Holiday Resort. Five minutes later you see
colourful spots all around.
Pumped up, the inflatables should carry
our luggage no problem. Luckily we have
water resistant backpacks with enough
space to carry all the extras. At the
camping ground we can purchase other
essentials. Wild camping is forbidden
anyway. Kai explains to the two other
paddlers while they are still pumping that
sometimes it‘s easier to have the biggest
arm muscles.
Some minutes later, they start their trip.
About 30km of water is waiting for the
three explorers. They definitely should
not take a break too often if they want to
finish this trip in two days. If it is windy
it‘s hard work to cross the bigger lakes
with a SUP, but luckily for tomorrow the
forecast predicts sun and no wind –
perfect weather.
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Information links:

Barrel rest:

General information:
www.flussinfo.net/10-seen-havelrundtour/uebersicht/

Paulina: “Look at that! Barrels you can sleep
in! Have you ever seen anything like that? I
know of something similar to this - but it’s a
sauna, not something to sleep in.”

www.kanuhof-wustrow.de/de/
touren/mehrtagestouren.html

On the tour you can find a place to stay for
the night every five kilometers and there are
landing stages for canoes and boats almost
everywhere. If there is a barrelbed unused
and free, you should definitely park up
there. Wild camping and sparking campfires
beyond designated areas isn’t wise. After a
few weeks without any rain, the whole area
is prone to forest fires. The forest rangers are
on ready alert – just one tiny spark can be
too much.

Start/destination:
www.bibertours.de/campingzelthotel.html
Like marathons?
Anyone who likes distance
paddling should consider the
annual 100 Lake Marathon. You
can choose either the 62, 42 or 20
kilometre route. So far, only one
stand up paddler has completed
the full course race.
www.1000seen-marathon.de

Code of conduct for those
considering SUPing in the
Meck Pomeranian Lake District:
• Green buoys mark the route throughout
the national park.

• Yellow buoys show the areas that are
•

•

And one extra tip. If you want to have a
relaxed sleep, don‘t forget to bring your
mosquito protection. Those teasers love the
area almost as much as the paddlers.

•

“Wake up, we‘re going on!” Kai´s voice is
louder than the mosquitos and he sounds
super motivated. After having breakfast, the
three paddlers pack their bags to tackle the
last part of the tour. Without any wind they
move forward quickly. At the watergates the
motor boats are privileged – boats first and
canoeists later. During the complete route
you have to pass four of those watergates.
In the late afternoon the paddlers arrive
back at their starting point and destination.
Somebody asks how the trip was.
“Awesome”, was the response!
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prohibited.
There are rest areas at frequent
intervals, where you can find
information boards and maps of the
area. Beyond those you’re not allowed
to land. Rest areas aren’t camp spots
and wild camping is forbidden under
penalty.
Camp fires are forbidden, except in
specific areas near official camping
grounds – there’s a real danger of forest
fires.
Stay away from nearshore marine
environments and do not paddle into
areas that are abundantly covered with
vegetation.
Keep your distance from bird colonies
and avoid paddling through shallow
water because sensitive fish species live
here.
Keep the lakes and shores clean and
throw your garbage into the dustbin –
an obvious one, but nonetheless
important.
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GLIDE TO
FREEDOM
Live in the city? No storage? Small car? No
problem, we’ve got it covered. Our Fly Air
range defines stability, delivering endless
fun in a convenient package. For the kids,
the Ripper offers a friendly start to the
sport, whilst fitness fanatics can workout
on water and relish in the stretched outline
of the Fly Air Fit. For surfing spirit and
timeless elegance, the Diamond Air really
is a women’s best friend.

Riders Eva Oude Ophuis, Alice Arutkin
Photo john carter
WWW.FANATIC.COM/SUP
K66 UK LTD, Kiosk 3 - Beach Parade, BN11 2FG Worthing
T 0190 336 8253, sales@k-66.com, www.k-66.com

FLY AIR PREMIUM
FLY AIR
9’0”, 9’8“, 10’4”, 10’8” 9’0”, 9’8“, 10’4”, 10’8”

DIAMOND AIR
9’8”

FLY AIR FIT
11’0”

RIPPER AIR
7’11”

RIPPER AIR WS
187 L

VIPER AIR
315 L

Humbugs
& atolls

“Don't spend it all on bills or use it to pay off your mortgage; go out
and blow some of it, have adventures and make some memories.”
Words from my mum about inheritance money before she lost her
battle with cancer in 2007. I took her advice, as I still have bills and
a mortgage but have had two great trips to the Maldives.

Words and Pics: Pete Cockill
s
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The Maldives are a group
of over 1,200 islands situated in the Indian Ocean, south
West of India. They were formally under British protection
but gained independence in 1965 and are still part of the
Commonwealth. I visited the islands back in March 2012
and had an amazing trip, so in autumn 2015 I decided I
needed to go again. I looked around at the trips on offer
and all the deals but decided to use Errant Travel a UK based company I had
previously used. A couple of phone conversations later and a deposit was handed
over, six months to go, time enough to prepare.
getting in shape, especially if I wanted to
float a shorter board. I joined a local gym,
where I participated in circuits twice a week,
I swam 40 lengths (one kilometre) twice a
week, followed You Tube workouts and
changed my diet to a more healthy option cutting sugar and restricting the chocolate
and crisps. I managed to lose a stone and a
half in six months and felt in great shape.

I explored the central atolls last time but
research showed me that the southern
atolls would be a better bet for waves this
time of year – however with this new area,
board size would be a factor as the interisland aeroplanes now only take a board bag
with a maximum length of 8'6” .
I had bought a board earlier that year with
the thought that I would have another
foreign adventure, but this was 9'5” and now
no good. I was not able to find what I
wanted to suit my style of surfing in the 8'4”
range so decided to explore the custom SUP
option. On the SUP in Scotland Facebook
forum, someone had mentioned an Irish
shaper called Steven Devlin who was based
in Larne, Northern Ireland and had a
shaping company called Sweit Boards. He
produced hand-crafted surf boards, from
short boards to big wave boards, for riders
such as Al Mennie and wave ski's that had
been used in European championships and
would be used in the World championships.

Departure day had arrived and I was
travelling with Emirates. I highly
recommend them for flights and looking
after your boards. They take boards up to
three metres in length with a checked
baggage allowance of 30kg and 7kg in the
cabin. I somewhat exceeded this (by 7kg)
but this was my lucky day, I didn’t have to
pay any excess. Seven hours flying to Dubai,
an hour in transit to catch my next flight,
just over three and a half hours to Male, a
short inter-island flight and I had arrived.
My home for the next ten nights was the
Horizon 2, an 85ft long boat with a crew of
eight taking up to ten surfers. There was a
Dhoni, which carried all the boards, and a
dinghy that could take up to four surfers
close to the breaks. We had small, practical
rooms with ensuite shower rooms and air
conditioning for temperatures that were still
28 degrees on a night. The hospitality and
service on the boat was outstanding,
friendly and accommodating. The three
meals a day included freshly caught fish,
chicken, beef, pasta, rice and everyone’s

After a few phone calls we had built up a
rapport and I knew Steven could produce
what I needed. Within a month the board
affectionately known as the Humbug had
been designed. It was 8'4” x 32” wide and
4.5”thick, a short cruiser that would take a 16
stone paddler. It would certainly be suitable
for my trip, but I also needed it to work in UK
conditions on my return. We decided on a pig
style shape from my longboarding days, the
volume was put in the rear third, there was
plenty of rocker in the nose to enable me to
get into the waves early and to prevent nose
diving with a V shaped tail to enable me to
turn the board easier.
To take delivery of the board I travelled from
my home near Glasgow to Stranraer ferry
terminal to catch a boat over to Larne in
Northern Ireland. Met by Steven at the
terminal we headed back to his workshop
for tea and biscuits before I returned home
with the Humbug. I only got to trial the
board once before my trip but after that test
I knew that we were going to get along.
The other thing to sort out before my trip
was my health and fitness. I needed to start
53
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https://goo.gl/maps/XaSnkRSXxBz





My fellow travellers included a Frenchman,
two lads from Poland, four from Israel and
two from Australia. At 44, I was one of the
youngest – with the majority ranging from
46 to 65 years of age. The two Aussies gave
us hope for retirement with respective ages
of 57 and 65. They were combining back to
back trips, 20 days at sea, and had been
coming to the Maldives for 18 years. Daryl
the eldest was living retirement to the full
with three months spent in Hawaii, two
months in the Maldives and the rest in
Australia. You have to get on when living
and surfing in such close proximity, and I
think we did this pretty well.



The surf safari aboard a
boat is one of the most
affordable ways to visit the
Maldives, ten nights full
board with internal flights
and all surfing costs £1,640.
There are cheaper seasons
and great last minute deals
to be had. Flights to the
Maldives were £700 return
and a custom SUP £670,
well worth it with memories
to last a lifetime.

We had a day at a right, which was
awesome – head high and clean. I broke a
leash in the impact zone and had a not so
fun drubbing on the reef however, after
attaching a new leash and having a quick
cup of tea, I was back in the thick of it.

favourite – ice cream. It was a mixture of
Maldivian and Sri Lankan cuisine, mild
spices and all freshly produced; just what
was needed on a trip like this.



Day light is from 6.30am to
6.30pm and after two or
three sessions a day most
people were in bed by 10pm.
Evenings were spent fishing,
talking and eating. The
Horizon 2 was definitely the
boat to be on as the service
was outstanding but for a
paddle boarder and me
personally I preferred the
variety of waves from the
previous trip. You are in the
hands of the swell gods and
we were still lucky to have
surf every day.



Info:

This trip was very busy with other boats full of
surfers, unlike the last trip where we saw no
one and so, as a paddle boarder, you had to
be careful about other water users. One day
there was in excess of 35 surfers on one peak
so I used my board to my advantage and
paddled round the corner of the adjoining
island to find an empty right hander, up to
head high on the peaks and running for up to
100 metres. I stayed on this wave for the last
two days and am glad I found it.
My new board coped with all that was
thrown at it but it was happier in the
mellower surf which it was designed for. The
Humbug returned with barely a scratch,
unlike me who chipped a tooth on my
paddle and lost several chunks of flesh to
the reef... Surfing in crystal clear waters with
dolphins, turtles, fish of every colour and
not to mention warm water was a highlight
of the trip but a word of warning: in
temperatures reaching 32 degrees, sun
protection is essential. Hats, long sleeved
rash vests and regularly applying factor 50
are required, as sunburn can ruin a trip.

The waves on my last trip were mellow and
varied and we got to ride seven different
breaks. This time we were predominantly in
one spot, a left that broke in three sections
and was pretty fast. The wave was not quite
running all the way through and on a paddle
board you had to be picky as it was closing
out near the end into shallow reef. The
braver I got, the bigger beatings I tended to
be given, but the wave was in an amazing
location and compared with UK standards it
was a good wave.
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In full plume – Plume family SUP profile
Where’s home and your local
SUP put in?

Other than each other, who do
you mainly paddle with?

All – Home is about 30 mins from the coast
in Midhurst. Local SUP put ins are
Bracklesham Bay, Pagham and West
Wittering in West Sussex on the south coast
of England.

Alfie – Holly Bassett at West Wittering and
Luke Wharton from time to time.
Sophie – Daisy Basset, that’s it. Although I
did have a pretty good paddle with Virginia
Goodwill at the National Watersports
Festival in 2015.
Jack – Holly Bassett and Jay Manning (Jay
SUP)
Phil – I’m generally either solo or paddling
with the kids. I have had some cracking
downwinders with Charlie Grey and some
pretty good surf sessions with Phil May and
Lee Rolfe (LAR Watersports) over the winter.
A long day trip to Saunton with the kids,
Mark Slater and his daughter Lola last
autumn stands out in everyone’s mind as
an epic day!

Tell us how you all discovered
stand up paddle boarding?
Jack – Dad
Alfie – Dad
Sophie – Dad
Phil – I became aware of it in the early
days as I am also a windsurfer. I discovered
an old stand up paddle surf forum and
learned more. It wasn’t until my first race
and ventures into waves that I became
hooked.

Were you into any other
watersports before? If so, do
you still practice these?
Alfie – Bodyboarding and I still do this
when it’s really rough or windy. Swimming,
but I don’t do this anymore. I love playing
in the shorebreak. I didn’t do it before, but
I now love windsurfing and surfing.
Sophie – I tried windsurfing before, but
don’t really do it now. I also love surfing.
Jack – Bodyboarding and swimming. I
don’t swim anymore, but bodyboard when
the sea is too rough. I really like surfing
too.
Phil – Yes, windsurfing! I still do it and love
it! There’s so much to learn, it never ends. I
still get a kick from the speed and technical
difficulty.

Where’s your favourite UK
place to paddle – what makes
it special?

Alfie – I like paddling in the harbour at
Pagham with my dad. It’s special because
it’s like a mini adventure and there’s really
cool stuff there. It’s tidal so you have to
time it just right so you don’t get stuck in
the mud. There are also lots of fish and
‘mud coral’ under the water.
Sophie – I went paddling in Boscastle in
Cornwall last year. It was great because it
was nice and quiet and sunny, and I could
jump off the harbour wall.
Jack – West Wittering, because the waves
there are always good and it’s a nice beach.
Also like at Polzeath as the waves are big.
Phil – I love a good road trip and Saunton
is pretty easy for us to get to and a lovely
SUP wave. It’s also good for the kids to
learn. I recently discovered a new aspect to
this spot when I paddled out to the point
for a pretty epic session. I think Staunton’s
got everything, even the bloody long walk!

Are your sessions a mix of
surf and flat water or do you
aim for a specific set of
conditions?
Alfie – I like it when there’s no wind and
good waves.
Sophie – I am not too keen on waves, but
don’t like it to be totally flat. It depends
what I’m doing. I love SUP polo so flat is
best for that.
Jack – I like surf and flat water, it really
depends what we are doing on the day.
Phil – I love the surf and get out whenever
conditions are suitable. I also enjoy a good
race, with comps in the rough stuff being
preferred to flat water slogs. I generally try
to get out in all conditions as that’s the way
to improve.
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What about overseas –
where’s that gem of location
and why should other
paddlers head there?
Alfie – Lanzarote. We went on holiday to
Costa Teguise a couple of years ago and I
did windsurfing and SUP. It’s sunny with
really clear water and HOT, so you don’t
need a wetsuit.
Sophie – Lanzarote. It’s warm and I
paddled in a flat lagoon, but this was
connected to the sea. It was clear water
and looked tropical.
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Interview: SUP Mag UK
Phil Plume is husband, dad and regular fixture at
stand up paddle board races around the coast. Fanatic
supported, his family is made up of three offspring
and one long suffering wife. The kids are regularly in
the water, paddling, surfing and having fun. We
caught up with the Plumes to get the lowdown on their
SUP antics.
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Jack – Lanzarote. It’s really the only other
place I’ve been. People should go there
because it’s hot and the water is warm. And
my favourite pizza place is there ‘La Otra’.
Me and my brother had to walk my dad
home from there when he was DRUNK!
Phil – Being a family of five, travel overseas
is limited. The kids have only been abroad
once and myself only twice while I have
been involved in the sport. I have been to
Lanzarote twice and downwinded, surfed
and cruised in the warm, clear waters. It’s
an awesome place and the family holiday
town of Costa Teguise is well worth a visit.
Go and test out the reef just outside the
harbour at Famara town.

With travel in mind, are you
heading anywhere for warmer
SUP shenanigans?
Jack – I really want to go to Portugal and
am trying to talk my parents into it.
Phil – We are working on plans for next
year. Jack and I are fancying a road trip to
Portugal.

Do you have any SUP spots to
visit on your bucket lists?
Alfie – I would go and surf in Hawaii. I want
to surf Jaws because I want to surf a big
wave as it’s really exciting and I will get
famous.
Sophie – I want to go somewhere warm
and SUP through caves where the sunlight
shines through the roof and into the
tropical water. I also want to SUP through a
shipwreck. So any ideas where I can do
that, please let me know!
Jack – I would go to Hawaii and Jersey,
because I think they sound like good
places.
Phil – It has to be Maui for me. Epic
downwinders, windsurf and surf, combined
with tropical weather and wind. That’s got
to be the dream location hasn’t it?

Who do you look up to and get
inspiration from?
Alfie – My Daddy, because he inspires me
not to be a lazy person on an XBox all day
and get out…
Sophie – Dad because he is handsome and
so great.
Jack – My Dad, because he’s my Dad and
Holly Bassett, because she has given me
some really good tips on SUP surfing.
Phil – Anyone who gets out there and lives
life to the full. Anyone who is not scared to
give things a try and push their own
boundaries.

Jack – I have a Fanatic carbon paddle cut
down for me. An Escape 7.4ft paddle board,
wetsuit, boots and gloves. I love my Rip
Stick as it’s like surfing. I use Red Paddle
10.6ft inflatable race board for racing.
Phil – For waves I have the Fanatic Pro
Wave 8.9ft. I went for this board as it
simply rips in the larger waves. It’s fast and
really provides the thrill I’m looking for in
the bigger conditions. I also have my eye
on the Stylemaster, as in the smaller,
cruisier waves it’s just so much fun.

What about globally – who
lights your fire and makes
you want to get out on the
brine?
Alfie – Kai Lenny because he inspires me
to do good surfing.
Jack – Kai Lenny and Kelly Slater and Jay
Moriarty. I read Chasing Mavericks and
that really inspired me.

Have you any burning SUP
aspirations?

For racing I use the 2016 14ft Falcon. I
genuinely think this is the best Fanatic race
board to date! It’s super fast in the ocean
and keeps up with more dedicated boards
on the flat. It’s also the best board to own if
most of your paddling is done on the sea or
in choppy inland waters.

Alfie – I normally come second or third in
races but this year I want to come first.
Sophie – No, it’s fun for me.
Jack – I want to win races and do a SUP
surf competition.
Phil – I have a big endurance challenge in
me somewhere. I just have to find one that
fits in with family life. I am so envious of
some of the challenges that are being
planned at the moment, such as SUP the
Nile, Yukon Challenge and others, but just
don’t have the time to complete something
like this. I need to get my thinking cap on.
As far as 2016 is concerned, I want to
deliver a successful Paddle Round the Pier
SUP Games.

My paddles are 2016 7.25” 100% carbon
paddle cut to race and surf lengths. These
paddles are super light, powerful and really
strong.

Have you got a magic set up
in your SUP arsenal?
Phil – The Falcon in those windy, ocean
races. It’s hard to beat!

How will you achieve that?

What do you think about the
UK’s stand up scene in
general – anything you’d like
to see change?

Alfie – By paddle boarding all the time,
because then I’ll get better and stronger
and be like yearrrrrrrrr!
Sophie – By having fun.
Jack – By lots of training and practice.
Phil – Through lots of hard work.

Alfie – I think that the kid’s races are
sometimes a bit long for an 8 year old. I
think that everyone should race on either
inflatables or carbon boards, not a mixture.
I would like to see SUP surfing events for
kids, but not on big days.
Sophie – When my dad goes to an event
and I haven’t got anything to do, I get
kinda bored, so they have to do something
about that. I don’t know what to do, but
something! There should definitely be more
SUP polo competitions, as this is the aspect
of SUP I really enjoy.
Jack – I think the scene is good. I think it is
unfair if someone has a hard board and
everyone else has inflatables. I want to see
more SUP stalls at the events. The race at
National Watersports Festival was a bit too
long last year. I want to see a kid’s surf
event at West Wittering. I also want more
SUP polo competitions.
Phil – I think the SUP scene is great at the
moment. There are loads of SUP races on
the calendar, so many in fact that there are
now some clashes occurring. There’s also a
greater variety of races, from flat water to
waves and, with the Icon Event in Devon,

Do you do any land based
activities that help with SUP?
Alfie – I do land paddle boarding, BMX and
whacking stuff with sticks.
Sophie – I play for the school netball team
and that keeps me pretty fit.
Jack – Land paddle boarding, rip sticking
and BMX.
Phil – Running and cycling.

Talk to us about your gear –
what kit are you currently
rocking and why?
Alfie – I have one of Dad’s old Fanatic
carbon paddles cut down to size for me. I
love my paddle. I use my brother’s Escape
7.4ft board for surf and the Red Paddle kids
10.6ft for racing. I also have a 6ft foam surf
board and two land paddle boards.
Sophie – I usually use my Dad’s Fanatic
Pro Wave for general paddling. When I’m at
an event I grab any demo gear that I can.
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now a downwind race! I believe that we do have
to be careful to understand that not everyone
wants to race. The clubs around the country are
doing an awesome job of attracting new paddlers
and showing off new aspects to the sport. I think
that more fun events with a competitive edge are
needed. This year we have Paddle Round the Pier,
SUP Armada, the National Watersports Festival
and the National SUP Clubs event, which all cater
for the recreational paddler wanting to have fun,
do something different and get involved in the
SUP community. Entry fees for children should
be kept as low as possible. Let the adults fund
the kids’ fun!

Where do you see the biggest
growth of the sport?
Alfie – I think that just paddling around in
different conditions and jumping off boards is
the best. Well for me it is.
Sophie – I think cruising around is the biggest
area of growth. Inflatable boards have made this
so much fun. I also think that short, fun games
like SUP polo are the best form of competition.
Jack – Cruising. People who are just starting will
probably buy cruiser boards first so this will grow
faster.
Phil – SUP is all about fun and that’s what going
to make it grow. It doesn’t really matter what
you’re into, as long as it’s fun people will do it. I
personally think that folk cruising around with
friends, or the kids, is going to be the biggest
growth area. Inflatable SUPs are getting better all
the time and this is opening the door to these
new recreational paddlers.

Quick fire – bacon or sausage,
dogs or cats, blonde or brunette,
tea or coffee and black or blue?
Alfie – sausage, dogs, blonde, TEA!, black
Sophie – bacon, dogs, brunette, tea, blue.
Jack – bacon, dogs, blonde, hot chocolate, blue
Phil – bacon, dogs, ginger, tea, blue,

Any final shout outs?
Alfie – Shouts out to anyone who’s reading this.
Sophie – Daisy Bassett and my friends Nanny
Mathi, Lana and Milli who all go to my school.
Jack – Thank you to my Dad for telling me about
the sport and helping me to get good at it. Holly
Bassett for her tips on surfing and SUPM for
giving me this opportunity.
Phil – Shout out to my missus Jo for putting up
with me disappearing off all the time to paddle
and windsurf. Also thanks to Nik Baker and the
rest of the Fanatic UK team for their continued
support. And finally, everyone who’s ever helped
me out or cheered me on during a race
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STARTINGOUT –
LouisKirchell’snewbie
raceinsights
Words: Louis Kirchell Pics: Georgia Wharton and Louis Kirchell
Louis Kirchell is part of Loco SUP’s race team. Having
competed as a professional windsurfer and more recently
entering Ironman triathlons, Louis made the switch to SUP
racing shortly after seeing a local event. With his first full
year on the domestic circuit now underway, Louis waxes
lyrical about his race experience to date.
So after being new to paddling and having had my first taste of national level races,
I thought I would put pen to paper and talk about some of the key things I’ve found
in this awesome first nine months of stand up paddling!
I have always been competitive with sports and wanted to push as far as I could, so
last year when I was winding down after completing an Ironman triathlon I began
looking for a new challenge. Seeing SUP racing, it instantly appealed to me; it had the
competitive element and meant being back on the water, where I felt most happy
after spending a youth travelling nationally and internationally to windsurf race.
My first foray into paddling was on Hayling Island with a national racer (Fran Blake),
which I hugely enjoyed and definitely gave me the bug to want to get out more and
develop. After that lesson I spent a few evenings bobbing around on the sea, not
really sure what I was doing but slowly improving, and all the time absolutely
loving the sport; the freedom and the enjoyment were unlike I’d found with a sport
and I began to find myself wanting to spend more and more time on the water, and
wanting to learn more about the sport.
I quickly moved from an inflatable all-rounder onto an inflatable race, and on a
spur of the moment thing I entered the UK SUP race at Hamble (which was less than
five minutes from my house, and bizarrely I had never paddled on!). Whilst not
setting the world alight, I managed a second place finish in the 6km race… My first
taste of competition, and I was relatively pleased.
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So if you’re thinking of having a stab at
racing, here are my top tips (anybody can do
it, you just have to have confidence –
everybody starts somewhere).
• Start small – don’t rush out, buy a 14ft carbon
race board and enter a technical long distance
race. You’ll hate it! Consider a few shorter
distances on a non-technical board first off.
There are plenty of other classes you can cut
your teeth in.
• If you’re determined to race, then upgrade
your paddle. So much of SUP is about the
paddle – in fact, 90% of it! For those
determined to spend money, buy as good a
paddle as you can afford. It’ll make your life so
much easier.
• Work on your paddle stroke! Having purchased
a decent paddle, you now have to learn how to
use it correctly. A good paddle stroke will save
you energy on the race course, make you more
efficient and help you avoid injury.
• Get some training in the bag. I’m not
suggesting you be on the water every waking
hour (this would actually be ineffective). It’s
important, however, to at least train some of
the time. And remember: training doesn’t
necessarily have to be smashing out miles and
miles. You can mix things up by incorporating
surf sessions, for instance. And if you have
access to a training partner then use him/her.
Two heads are better than one after all.
• If you really want to succeed in SUP racing
then you’ll need to address your diet. Again,
I’m not suggesting you completely change
your habits but altering your dietary intake
can make a significant difference.
• Hydration. I can’t emphasise this point
enough. Whatever length and type of SUP
session you undertake, rehydration should be
a priority. And on a race course, even more so.
I’m not going to get all scientific about it,
there’s plenty of info online. Have a Google
and see what you can come up with.
• At some point you may want to switch up
your board – especially if you find yourself
getting even more serious about racing. My
advice is to try as many different types as
you can. It’s no good being the fastest
paddler on the start line if you’re
uncomfortable with your equipment. Your
board, paddle and fin choices should all work
in harmony. I appreciate this initial
testing/tuning phase is time consuming but
pay it attention and it’ll serve you well in the
long run.
• Finally, have fun! Whether training or racing,
you need to be enjoying your time afloat. If
you’re not, then maybe SUP racing isn’t for
you.

The real revelation
was seeing the lead racers in the 14’ and 12’6” classes respectively, the speed and
technique looked worlds apart from mine, and this drove me further. At this time I
was fortunate enough to speak to Joe at Loco and, having spoken about my
intentions and hopes, I decided to move onto a rigid 14’ race board, and combine
a shorter board for waves. I also changed my paddle for a carbon one, which has
proved a huge factor in improving and helped me take a large step forward. As the
winter began I slowly developed a taste for a small wave, and that opened up a
whole new aspect of enjoyment.
Catching my first wave, and being able to turn, was hugely exciting and
transported me back to the enjoyment I felt whilst windsurfing. Over the winter I
entered the Baysup races, which were excellent and allowed me to meet a
number of people who have offered advice and assistance. This really is such a
friendly sport, and I am yet to meet someone who isn’t willing to help. All the
time I have been constantly trying to change things and develop my stroke.
I have hugely enjoyed the sport of stand up paddling. The challenge of the sport
is far more technical than I initially thought and I really feel like I have found a
sport for life. The biggest things I have found are; get out, and enjoy. Don’t always
look for the optimum conditions, you’ll develop hugely by testing yourself… But
stay safe! Get out and try as much kit as you possibly can before buying, what
works for one is not necessarily right for another.
It is worth spending some time developing your paddle stroke too. Mine is far
from a finished racing stroke but in the nine months I have paddled it has
improved… A work in progress. Most importantly, join local clubs, get out, meet
people and have fun!
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Blue, grey, blue –
Words and photos: Dean Dunbar

sightless SUPing

When I first told SUPM’s editor I was heading off to Mallorca with my
SUP, he said this could make a good travel piece. I told him that if I
couldn’t find a sighted guide to paddle with, the article would read:
“Launched my SUP from the jetty, paddled out to the edge of the bay,
turned around and paddled back. Repeat 25 times.” I told him that,
without a sighted guide, that is likely to be all I would be doing. He
then suggested that an article about how different my SUPing is to
others may make a good article instead. So, here goes…

I was first introduced to SUP by my
great mate Carl Sawyer in 2011. At the
end of 2013, Carl and I discussed a
couple of possible SUP adventures, and
by April 2014 I had bought my first SUP.
Carl had taken me out for a couple of
sessions on the sea, and the guys from
Wilderness SUP had taken me out for a
couple of river trips. In most of the
activities I do, I need a sighted guide,
and SUP seemed to be the same.
On the sea Carl needed to tell me when
waves were about to hit me, as I couldn’t
see them, and also had to tell me when I
was drifting too far out to sea. On rivers I
needed to be told about obstacles such as
overhanging branches, shallows, and
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later was told by a couple of kayakers that I
was actually over 100 metres out. This issue
followed me out on the sea, and was the
main reason I was looking for a sighted
guide to join me on my trip to Mallorca.
I have done some sea SUPing without a
guide, but this is pretty stressful. Instead of
using my eyes, I tend to rely more on my
ears. I listen to waves crashing off the shore
and try to then keep the volume of the
waves as constant as possible. The general
rule is the louder the waves are, the closer to
the shore I am, and the quieter they are, the
further out I am. This works to a point but,
as you know, waves do not all come in one
size. Every now and then a bigger wave will
crash against the shore, and I start to panic
thinking I’m too close. Or a couple of
smaller waves hit the shore, with less noise,
and all of a sudden I think I’ve drifted out to
sea and must head back in!

in Mallorca

Whilst trying to listen to wave noise I’m also
trying to feel what the water is doing below
me, by the way the board moves. Am I on
the front of a wave, or the back, and am I
over a trough or in one? It all makes for an
interesting paddle (that’s one way to
describe it! – Ed). On Scottish lochs I may be
‘Captain Pugwash’ but out at sea I’m
definitely ‘Roger the Cabin Boy’.
Unfortunately, after following several
helpful leads from friends on Facebook,
when I arrived on Mallorca, I had no guide.
(Apparently the water is still too cold for the
locals in April. They should try paddling in
Scotland during mid-winter!). Not to worry, I
had my back up plan – walkie talkie radios.
I had been to the same place last year, and
had memorised the general layout of the
bay. The first half was very sheltered, but
the second was more open to the elements.
When I’d paddled there last year I had hired
floating debris. Then when I started training
on lochs, I realised that I could do this on
my own.
My first big test was when I paddled the full
length of Loch Tay, solo. To make sure I kept
going in the right direction I had to stick
close to the shore. This meant I would have
to go in and out of every little nook and
cranny along the way. Instead of the
recorded 23.5km length of Loch Tay,
straight down the middle, I ended up
paddling almost 30km, but I had done it on
my own.
One of my big sight problems is that I
cannot judge distances. During a training
paddle on Loch Tay I had been determined
to stay within 5-10 metres of the shore, but
65
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a big Red Paddle Fatboy board, around 3234 inches across. Even on such a wide SUP I
had fallen in the water several times. This
year I had brought my own 12.6ft Red
Paddle Race board, which is only 28”, so I
was expecting to swim a lot.
On my first day the water was pretty flat so
I decided to go for a paddle down the coast.
Keeping the cliffs on my right I followed the
shore line. What a difference. In Scotland I
paddle with a view of three horizontal
stripes – normally grey, black and grey.
These represent the water, the hills and the
sky. In Mallorca I was looking at blue, grey
and blue – the grey cliffs sandwiched
between a glorious blue sea and blue sky.
My wife Rhona had found several viewing
points along the way and, when it looked
like I was heading off course, she would call
me on the walkie-talkie and put me right.
That day I did a 10km paddle and loved
every minute of it.
For the rest of the week the weather wasn’t
so good, so I was restricted to paddling
around the bay, with the odd wee venture
out. I didn’t get to do as much exploring as
I’d hoped, but it was great fun trying to read
the water, and stay dry. Which, remarkably,
I did! SUP is proving to be a great sport for
me and I’m really grateful Carl introduced
me to it. Thanks mate!

Thanks
Also thank you to my sponsors Red
Paddle and Palm Equipment
Europe, who are both sponsoring
our ‘SUP it and See 3’ film later this
year. (Check out Youtube for ‘SUP it
and See’ and ‘SUP it and See 2:
Board Scilly’).

Naish
N1SCO

series preview
Words: Bryce Dyer
Pics: Georgia Wharton and Dave White
(http://www.davewhite.photography)
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If you look around at many sports today, there is a fair degree of diversity in the length,
style and nature of the events you can do. One of the great things about SUP paddling is
that its relative infancy means there are no hard and fast rules about how long we
should go, where we should do it and on what we should do it on. However, with the vast
diversity of product available, the choice for a paddler is a confusing or intimidating
decision in retail therapy that potentially fills garages and fuels divorces. I currently
have three boards – my other half wants to know how these can all be paddled
simultaneously and no science on my part will convince her that the right number of
boards for anyone to own is N+1 (with N being the number of boards you currently own).

With all that in mind, ‘one design’ board racing might well be something many might not
have considered. Somewhere along the line, several board companies saw the potential
for a low cost, inclusive and standardised race board design. However, Naish really got
behind it in 2013 through the creation of the N1SCO one design class.
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I personally saw a similar success
story in the 80s in sailing,
Having done all of that, it can then be
thrown into the boot of your car.

when one design dinghy classes such as the
Laser or the Topper took the sport from its
relatively expensive yacht club perceptions
to the suburbs of Joe Average. The low
purchasing cost, realistic storage and
relative simplicity of the equipment saw
hundreds of sailors enjoying a sport they
previously felt required a second mortgage
(or, at the very least, the purchase of a
blazer and matching gin and tonic). It’s also
worth noting that if you go on raw numbers
alone, the 65 odd paddlers at the N1SCO
national championships last year saw the
most paddlers competing in the same class
of any event held in the UK.

It could be argued though that the board’s
design is extremely conservative in its
shape, size and volume, which aren’t
necessarily at the perceived sexier end of
SUP product design. Likewise, critics could
also suggest that the pursuit of a ‘level
playing field’ is something of a unicorn
when you consider that all paddler’s
different weights, heights and experiences
can’t really be normalised just through use
of the same board.
These comments are fair but aren’t really
the point. The point is that it is a board that
builds confidence and, like the Laser or the
Mistral windsurfer at the Olympics, the idea
is to emphasise participation - not elitism;
accessibility - not barriers. History suggests
that affordable standardisation is a smart
play if you want a sport to flourish at the
grassroots, high street level and in large
numbers.

In essence, all N1SCO paddlers use the
same board. It is an inflatable design that is
12’6 long, 30 inches wide and packs down
to fit into a backpack. The events winners
and losers are therefore decided out on the
water, not at the cashpoint, and using a
board that your pet dog could paddle, won’t
chip if you drop it (like I will) or bump into
someone else (like I have).
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Official N1SCO
events don’t have
just one race in a
day, they have
three and your
final finishing
position is based
upon your
aggregate score
across these

For a training junkie like myself it is ideal,
as I have an array of events to train for –
each one with its own needs and demands.
However, for those looking at doing their
first SUP race, the distances are
fundamentally manageable by anyone. You
haven’t got to train like an Olympian just to
survive and anyone of relatively minimal
experience on a SUP board could get round
the courses without the need for a team of
paramedics at the end or a party of hobbits
sent on a quest to find you.

But then, that’s not the only unique draw.
It’s the racing format that first caught my
interest. Official N1SCO events don’t have
just one race in a day, they have three and
your final finishing position is based upon
your aggregate score across these. One
event is a longer distance event of up to an
hour, another a medium length event of
about half that and finally the crowd
pleasing, house party feel of a sprint knock
out tournament held over a distance of
around 200m.
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Everyone’s age, size or
gender only defined
the event T shirt you
got, not the company
you kept

NAISH N1SCO EVENTS

12th June
Inland Championships
Kingston Upon Thames
(Enter here)
9th July
National Championships
Weymouth
(Enter here)

over three decades and what struck me at
last year’s N1SCO national champs was the
friendly nature of both the event itself and
the atmosphere between its competitors.
First timers could exchange war stories with
national champions.

What’s more, all the events are close to shore
so it’s both safe for new paddlers and great for
spectators to witness the carnage action.
[Note: last year, spectators got to see close
hand the sheer ‘brilliance’ of my come from
behind glory in the medium distance event
that was matched only by a textbook comedy
of a faceplant when I tripped over my own
leash in one race or my unexpected
moonwalk off the tail of my board in another].

Everyone’s age, size or gender only defined
the event T shirt you got, not the company
you kept. I feel that’s a hallmark of SUP in
general, but it is really pronounced in
N1SCO. At a time when this sport currently
lacks its own governance, that’s got to be a
good thing to help keep the sport’s ego
under control and produce a positive
outlook for the future.

Ultimately though, what I personally found
most surprising of all was the vibe of the
events. I’ve competed in a variety of sports

If all this has tickled your fancy, in 2016
there will be separate inland and coastalbased national championships and a six
race national N1SCO series held under the
UK SUP umbrella. So any potential paddlers
who are interested have got plenty to have a
crack at…
Dr Bryce Dyer is a member of the Naish
UK N1SCO race team and his supporters
include Naish, FC Watersports,
Quickblade Paddles, The SUPHut,
Nielsen Kellerman and RedVenom
compression clothing.
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RACE LE

WAVE LE

KAHOLO

MAKANI

HELE

ALANA

KEIKI

THIS IS YOUR MOMENT...

EXPLORE MORE.
An excellent travel companion, the inflatable Naish ONE takes just minutes to setup and put away—fitting into a convenient
backpack, ideal for trips to even the most remote locations. Incredibly durable and stable, the ONE is ideal for flatwater
adventures, cruising and competition.
The perfect pairing for your next SUP session, Naish paddles come in a variety of sizes and styles to fit any rider or activity.
Striking the perfect balance between power and flex, cutting-edge materials and shaping techniques optimize the efforts
behind every stroke. Try our patented adjustable vario paddle shaft* for precise, on-the-fly adjustments, or travel with our
3-piece option for convenient transport. Whether for touring, racing, wave riding or all-around use, Naish paddles offer
unmatched performance, quality and value. Get more info at NaishSUP.com.
*Patent No. US D739,804 S
12’6”

ONE
Inflatable Racing/Touring

Kubus Sports UK . salesuk@kubus-sports.nl . 07748 18 64 02
NaishStandUpPaddling

NaishSUP

Photo: R. Kiaulehn, Rider: M. Schweiger
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BSUPA approved SUP school in Essex
Beginner & Progression tuition
Team of qualified Instructors
Active & friendly membership HUB
Tours, events, kit demo & skills clinics
777,56980:.98:213,'/$
59'&// 456980:.98:213
#7:--&64%56980:.98:213
+)"()4+(!**

Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360

Milford On Sea, 01590645270
www.thenewforestpaddlesportcompany

Purchase a £50.00 Directory ad in the SUP Mag UK and we’ll send you 10 mags to sell at £5.99. You
keep the money and have the chance to make your money back plus a small profit:) Or you can use
them in whichever way you wish.
RESULT: a free ad for your SUP business - can’t say fairer than that! Call Anne on 01480 465081
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Gear shed

SUP Mag UK’s test station.
If you want your product
reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email:reviews@
standuppaddlemag.co.uk

k i t
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Reviews kindly supported by:
tracking. It doesn’t slice through H2O as a pointy
nose SUP would but it’s pretty efficient
nonetheless.

On the fly –
Fanatic Fly 10.6ft x 31” x 177L HRS

With it’s allround characteristics, you can
literally take the Fly 10.6ft anywhere.
Exploring nooks and crannies, cruising
mellow waterways or even getting
stuck into surf for the first time is all
game. Coming with a single US box
fin, there’s the option of adding two
further Futures side bites to
maximise performance in waves (if
this is your thing). Alternatively
keep it as is; just be aware of
grinding the fin into rocks and
shingle as it won’t take the
harshest of abuse.

Fanatic’s Fly 10.6ft is a benchmark shape for all round stand up
paddle boards. Plenty of UK SUPers have owned one or
experienced previous year versions. Billed as a suitable sled for
beginners learning the art or intermediates progressing
through the ranks, it’s a platform that has a broad appeal and
accommodates a number of different stand up scenarios.
But advanced sweepers shouldn’t be put off either – such
is the Fly 10.6ft’s versatility.

Price:
Pure construction £929
HRS construction £1179
Wood construction £1449

Info:
http://www.fanatic.com/fr/p
roduct/fly-5/#series-1

At 31” wide and packing in
177L, Fanatic’s Fly 10.6ft offers
a floaty platform that sits
slightly elevated on the water.
Thick rails and a flat deck
increase the feeling of
stability and at times you
feel you’d have to run off
the Fly to fall off.

In contrast, the Fly’s HRS
construction is extremely tough. It’s
slightly weightier than its wooden
sibling, but that doesn’t mean it’s
awkward to carry. In fact, quite the
opposite. The Fly 10.6ft is a joy to
transport – especially with the
ergonomic lipped deck handle.

The deckpad is super
comfortable, grippy and as
you sweep along you’ll
notice the Fly builds up to
moderate speed. Although
the 10.6ft has what looks like
a traditional nose, there’s a
subtle elongating of the
shoulders – making for better

If manoeuvres are your thing then
the Fly will be a good tutor. It’s a
composed platform that’ll allow
SUPers to perfect everything from
flat water pivot turns to full power
bottom turns along wave faces. If
you’ve got the leg strength then you
may succeed in bouncing a few lips.

CONCLUSION
If you’re looking to Fanatic’s Fly
10.6ft as your first proper stand up
paddle board then you won’t go far
wrong. With its well-mannered ride,
the 10.6ft offers flat water paddlers
the chance to improve and progress
in most paddling environments –
flat water to waves (add two side
fins for increased grip and
performance in swell). HRS
construction is hard wearing and
will take knocks, while fixtures and
fittings are top notch – as we’ve
come to expect from one of the
biggest global SUP companies. The
Fly is a well-loved SUP and 2016’s
version continues this trend.
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Easy steezy –
Loco Inca 10ft x 29” x 142L
Loco’s Inca continues the North East brand’s trend of a
rebooted 2016 line up. The Inca is Loco’s nose riding
vehicle and comes looking super sexy with wood reveal,
South American inspired graphics and sleek wood core
fins – all great aesthetics.

As an allround paddler it
works well for SUPers with
fundamentals nailed down
and copes with chop/wind.
There’s a good deal of
secondary stability built in,
meaning you can trust it as
platform able to cope with
junky conditions. For those
still getting to grips with the
SUP surf basics (and stand
up in general), Loco’s larger
11ft Inca would be a better fit.

Price:
£899

Info:
http://locosurfing.com/pro
duct/2016-loco-inca-noserider-sup-paddle-board/

CONCLUSION
Loco’s Inca 10ft does a good job of
keeping both longboard carvers
and toes over aficionados happy. A
well-mannered board, it’s easy to
set up for some soul arching and,
while we’re no hang ten experts,
it’s a great tutoring platform for
those into the idea of front end
styling – just remember to wax the
naked area! If you’re after a bit of
progressive carving action, the
Inca will also serve you well. With
its sexy good looks, lightweight
construction, well thought out
identity and great value, the Inca
could be the go to style weapon of
choice this summer for straddlers
of old school and new school wave
sliding.
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Glide is admirable. There’s a fair bit of
tail kick – designed to lock into swell
faces – which will require some
unsticking. A few deep and powerful
paddle strokes will see the rider right.
With a high cadence SUPers can pick
up waves early and the Inca
accelerates progressively. A deep
concave runs through the hull of the
Inca, which helps when cross
stepping, while the larger central fin
and tail hold in the pocket well.
We were surprised by how nose rider
orientated the Inca 10ft actually is.
Convinced the Inca was more high
performance hack ‘n’ slash long board
shape, it’s actually halfway house
between pure toes on the nose sled and
carving machine. There’s enough tail
squirting prowess to keep shredders happy,
while stylmeisters will enjoy the feeling of
elevation once on the big, spoony nose.

b o a r d s

The Inca has a low rocker nose that
aids early entry into waves – it also
helps the Inca track well. Worth keeping in
mind, however, is to accurately locate the

paddling sweet spot as too far forward
will result in the nose burying. Same
when taking off on steeper waves.

s h e d : h a r d

The carry handle mirrors that of the El
Diablo 8.9ft we tested last issue. It’s
extremely easy to get knuckles
right in and therefore comfortable
and efficient to transport. The
Inca’s deck pad grips like stink
and sweeping away from the
beach is swift.

b o a r d s

Cruising the blue –
Neptune Cruiser Mach #2 11ft x
30.5” x 230L

NEPTUNE
Price:
£799 or £899 with Neptune
adjustable carbon paddle

s h e d : h a r d

Info:

kg ie t a r

hybrid than anything else and super
versatile.

We first got our hands on Neptune’s 12.6ft pointy nose SUP a few
years ago. Since then the brand has introduced their Mach #2
11ft Cruiser touring SUP to the range. Keen to get our grubbies
on one, we finally had chance to test it for this issue. Since the
original incarnation of Neptune’s shapes, the brand has tweaked
a few things such as the fins, which are now high quality
honeycomb glass skegs.

www.neptunesups.com/Rac
e-Cruiser-SUP-boardp/rc.htm
Note: honeycomb fins and
carbon rails are only
available on pro versions
for an extra £100

Stability is good and the Cruiser’s
flat deck is confidence inspiring.
Even in the most confused water
states you’d be hard pushed to fall.
We’ve said it plenty of times in the
past but it’s worth mentioning once
more; touring boards offer plenty of
properties that early intermediates,
and some beginners, would find
beneficial. And if waves are your thing
then, again, a touring board could be a
worthy buy – especially if regularly
ripping ankle slappers or weak rollers.

Manufactured in EPS foam core,
fibreglass wrap, bamboo veneer top
layer and carbon rails, the Cruiser
certainly looks the business on the
beach. Interestingly there’s a
decent amount of rocker built in
and the nose differs to other
touring SUPs in that it protrudes
up. This translates to efficient
knifing through the water and
copes especially well with
flotsam and chop.

With skill it’s possible to bottom and
top turn the Neptune. As odd as it
first appeared, the kick block tail
pad was most welcome when
hitting a few mellow liquid walls. It’s
a fairly easy shape to set a rail and
there’s enough manoeuvrability to
keep wave heads happy – especially
those looking to be on the water
whatever the conditions.

There’s a defined sweet spot to
paddle from, however, and locating
this will be wise. Too far back and
the nose rises far too much whereas
overegging forward reaching stance
results in no bite from the fin or tail –
loss of tracking being the result. In the
sweet spot, however, it’s nippy (for an 11ft)
and rewarding to ride. There’s no reason why
paddlers couldn’t use the 11ft for racing and
touring combined – it’s therefore more of a

If you’re planning excursions and
adventure paddles, the bungee cord on
the nose gives a way of lashing
belongings down. And as a kit carrier the
11ft Cruiser works fine. It’s worth not
overloading it with paraphernalia if you do
venture off the beaten track, but essentials are
no hassle.

CONCLUSION
Neptune’s Cruiser 11ft is a good
example of how touring boards are
more than applicable for progressing
paddlers. With oodles of stability,
the 11ft offers a supremely
composed and planted ride. And yet,
if SUPers desire performance then
the Neptune will deliver and satisfy
all but upper echelon SUP athletes.
With its top drawer construction,
bang for buck and versatility, the
Cruiser 11ft is a worthy choice for all
round paddlers across a variety of
SUP environments.
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*Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for only £100 (RRP £149.00)
*Pro versions available with Carbon rails and Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP
£529.00

£549.00

£599.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com
Photographer-Andraé Love

YogaSUP
£579.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

Cruiser

ISUP

£799.00

£699.00

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

10'x30"x4"
Weight-12.5KG
Volume-180lt
10'6"x30"x4"
Weight-13KG
Volume-190lt

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/
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BIC Cross –
ACE-TEC 11ft x 34” x 260L
Manoeuvrability is pretty good and
it’s certainly an easy SUP to
practice stand up fundamentals
– including switching foot
placements, pivot turns and
focusing on paddling
technique. The Cross’s
composure, due to its very flat
deck and ample width, are
confidence inspiring and as
such it’s a good tutor.

BIC are a brand doing things on their own terms. A unique way
of constructing boards (foam sandwich with thermoformed
outer skin – ACE-TEC) ensures the Cross 11ft x 34” has a
distinct look and feel. Add to the design a mix of styles –
under a pan flat top deck you’ll find a displacement keel
style nose, which only increases the board’s originality. A
comfy, four way split bright green deck pad runs tail to nose,
while the single FCS box in the tail allows a touring fin to
nestle comfortably.

Price:
£799

Info:
www.bicsup.com/products/
allround-sup,3,122/11-0ace-tec-cross,1204.html

Back on flatter water and the
Cross holds its own next to
pointy nose touring sleds.
Sweeping round harbours and
inland waterways is rewarding
and we could even see it being
used a fishing platform for
light to medium weight
riders (BIC’s website says as
much). There are ten solid
attachment points,
including the leash plug
that will allow the storage of
kit such as bait boxes.

Inserting a hand into the efficiently
located carry handle, the Cross
even feels different when being
carried. And hopping aboard
continues this theme. Minor
chop is absorbed as you paddle
across the brine, delivering an
unusual ride. In conjunction
with the BIC’s water slicing nose,
glide tracking is pin point
accurate – possibly the best for
glide in this size of board we’ve
tried on flat water. If chop and
flotsam increase, there’s a
tendency for the Cross to slap
and feel corky. A more forward
paddling positioned stance will
help alleviate this though.

And Yoga paddlers apply
here. Although our
experience of SUP Yoga isn’t
extensive, we can see BIC’s
Cross fitting this discipline well.

CONCLUSION
With its unique construction, hull
design and pan flat deck, BIC’s
Cross 11ft is a versatile board for
anyone who SUPs in predominantly
flat water locations. It can be used
in small waves but the Cross’ forte
is efficient glide, tracking and
stability upon sheltered or
windless waterways. Coastal
SUPers will find the BIC’s
composure confidence building if
choppy seas do make themselves
known, however, and for anyone
improving existing SUP skills it’s a
great sled for consolidating paddle
strokes and pivots. We doff our
caps to BIC’s alternative
construction methods and bold use
of design traits pulled from other
areas of stand up. Good value for
money also.
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Weekend warrior –
RRD Monotipo 11.4ft x 30” x 175L
spot isn't domed, as with some
boards, so instead of feeling
rolly it remains composed while
doing the same job as a domed
deck board.

b o a r d s

You have to hand it to Roberto Ricci and his RRD team; they're
obviously trying to do something a bit different with the Monotipo
11.4ft. Billed as a one design style cruising SUP that can be
swapped from mellow water environments to the sometime race
course, it's intriguing to say the least.

Price:
£995

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

Info:
www.robertoriccidesigns.
com/equipment/shop/
monotipo-v1/

Heading forward and the
Monotipo's nose is stretched
out, which allows its shoulders
to slice through brine more
efficiently. While not being a
pointy nose SUP, it sits halfway
house between all-rounder and
touring/race shape. Tracking is
therefore improved and, while not
unstable (30"), the RRD appears
long and narrow on the beach.

SUP racing as it currently stands in the UK
is made up of paddlers pitting 12.6ft's,
14fters and inflatable equivalents
against one another. There are a few
who rock up at start lines with all
round type shapes, but this is
getting fewer and further
between. As a result, some
paddlers may be put off by the
need for high spec kit. Without
getting into a debate about
SUP racing, if a cruising/one
design class should see a
renaissance then RRD's
Monotipo is designed to fit this
niche.

We didn't get the opportunity to
race the Monotipo but we did
paddle it against a few other
boards and it's a quick SUP for
its shape - relative to rider
experience and conditions.
What we did find was that the
Monotipo 11.4ft is an adept
performer in waves and
delivers great progressive
longboard style SUP surfing
performance. Thruster fins work
well, sliding along waves, and the
GT fibreglass centre fin holds in the
pocket for any toes over action riders
may get the urge to try.

It's a SUP with a pulled in tail
that's finished off with an
acute rounded pin tail.
Reducing drag, it releases water
efficiently and helps the
Monotipo glide with ease. Under
foot, riders will find a raised standing
area that peters out towards the rails to
reduce thickness. The elevated paddling sweet

CONCLUSION
We enjoyed the Monotipo's wave
agility and could see it as a worthy
addition to rider quivers as a
performance longboard paddle surf
sled, with the added bonus of being
applicable to flatwater cruising for
medium/lightweights or bigger
boned SUPers who already have the
fundamentals nailed down. It could
be good for class style racing if stand
up paddling embraced this type of
one design. Pretty fast on the flat
and able to maintain a good line,
RRD's Monotipo sure makes a decent
stab at hammer down gun runs and
as such is a really versatile machine.
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BLUE CHIP HOLDS THE LARGEST STOCKS OF SUP BOARDS, PADDLES & ACCESSORIES IN LONDON & THE
UK. WE OFFER THE BEST PACKAGE DEALS AVAILABLE. COME AND VISIT US AT OUR HIGH STREET STORE
WE OPEN OUR DOORS AT 07:30, BLUE CHIP - MORE THAN JUST AN INTERNET STORE!

The ASI is recognised as the World leader in
the provision of qualified SUP instructors and
accredited schools. Blue Chip is proud to have
a 100% ASI recognition standard.

SINCE 2009 WE HAVE BEEN SETTING THE STANDARD FOR OTHERS TO FOLLOW
l

l

l

l

l

l

Since 2009, the largest and most active ‘Stand Up Paddleboard’ club in the UK
Blue Chip SUPer Club is a fully inclusive and a ‘non-profit making’ club
Adventure paddling, river, lake and pool training for club members
Club paddles are free for club members
Record breaking viewings of our illustrated blog – paddling twice a week every week
Often imitated - never duplicated

The First ASI accredited SUP
School in Europe for Flat
Water and Coastal Open
Water conditions.
Principle and head
instructor:
Brian Johncey
There is no substitute for
Knowledge, Experience and
Passion

www.BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk
020 8715 0040 94 ChurCh hIll roAd, CheAm, Surrey, Sm3 8lJ
info@BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk

end. (Electric construction is WindSUP specific
that features an epoxy layup with wood and
glass reinforcements through the standing area
plus extra glass reinforced rails. Strong and light
it weighs in at 12.4KG).

b o a r d s

Dynamic allocation –
Starboard Wide Point 11.2ft x 32”
198L AST Electric
With high profile SUP athletes such Connor Baxter and Zane
Schweitzer in the mix it’s often hard to see past Starboard’s elite
credentials. While the Tiki brand do indeed manufacture high end
stand up paddle boarding equipment, designed to smash it in races
and rip in surf, they also have a keen eye on innovation. And
versatile innovation at that – all the better for real world
paddlers everwhere.

Price:
Electric £1249.00

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

Info:
http://star-boardsup.com/2016/boards/112-x-32-wide_point/

Starboard’s Wide Point 11.2ft is a case in
point. Mostly shying away from mass
appeal board trends many shapes in the
range deliver far more cross over
performance than you’d think.
Starboard vested interests in
individual territories – the 11.2ft
was specifically made for the UK,
as we understand it.

Out on the water the 11.2ft delivers a decent
amount of primary stability with the added
bonus of secondary kicking in should paddlers
rail over too much. This is great for early
intermediates still progressing. For such a
wavey looking shape the WP’s flat water
capabilities are impressive. Glide is
efficient, tracking effective (even more
so with the two extra fins added) and
although it’s a bigger SUP you can
feel a lively, playful personality just
waiting to be unleashed.
As such bigger boned individuals
will find the 11.2ft engaging
enough to enjoy general, all round
sweeping. Pivot turns will be
challenging but not impossible
and it’s no slouch in the speed
department. Get it on a wave
and it drops in progressively
begging riders to step back and
set a rail.

At first look the 11.2ft appears to
have wave pedigree. The widest
part is located upfront, a decent
amount of nose rocker stands
proud and the tail tapers down
to a rounded pin. Underneath a
fairly pronounced V runs
through the hull, quality Light
Core thruster fins protrude form
the back and there’s option to
add a further two side bites for
increased upwind windSUP
performance. An offset lipped handle
finishes everything off and the whole
package looks suitably Starboard high

On slack swells it generates
enough dynamism to be fun
whereas in bigger surf the
Wide Point turns far more
aggressively than we initially
imagined. If you’re a SUPer
with legs like Arnie then you’ll
no doubt be able to slash and
carve as if on a much smaller
sled. And then of course, if the
wind picks up simply add a rig to
the mix.

CONCLUSION
Starboard’s range is littered with
hybrid style SUPs that offer huge
crossover performance between SUP
disciplines – the brand’s Wide Point
11.2ft displays this in startling style.
Looking in some ways like a big wave
gun it delivers all round flat water
performance by the bucket load and
holds its own against touring
orientated boards. Switch things up
in waves and larger sweepers will get
the most out of the 11.2ft’s carving
ability while smaller paddlers will
love its bump gliding prowess. The
11.2ft would make for the perfect do
it all family board or be a good one
SUP for heavier paddlers. And if you
enjoy puffing along via sail power
then, also, apply within.
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www.landpaddleuk.co.uk
www.kahunacreations.co.uk
10% Discount for SUP Mag UK
readers ‘SUPM1O’
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Soul full –
Sunova Soul 9.5ft x 31” x 150L
A set of top notch thruster FCS fins
protrude from the tail while the carry
system Sunova utilise is unique. A
robust plastic handle pops up out of
the deck and is super solid (even
though we initially thought it
mightn’t be). It’s probably the best
carry handle available in SUP…

b o a r d s

Bert Burger has been shaping boards for over 30 years – first
surfboards (which he continues to do) and now SUP. He’s
also had a hand in the Firewire brand which is arguably one
of the most recognisable surfboard companies in existence.
With this evidence his design skills speak for themselves.

Price:
£1265

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

Info:
www.standuppaddleboarder.
co.uk/sup-shop/sunovasoul/

Sunova stand up paddle boards have
been getting a lot of attention across
the pond in Australia and the States. We
were gagging to get our grubbies on one
of their sleds to see what the fuss is
about. With such a surf pedigree
you’d be hard pushed to find a true
all round board in the Sunova range
– race and waves pretty sum up the
line. As such we test drove the
Soul 9.5ft which is billed as all
round wave machine that should
still retain enough flat water
performance to satisfy.

Afloat you can feel the Soul crying out
for swell. It’s certainly fine to paddle on
the flat, for medium to lightweight
riders. The 9.5ft, however, really
wants a liquid wall to carve up.
Unfortunately Mother Nature
wasn’t playing ball and we
only managed a few soupy
sessions. That said the Soul
proves adept in junky
conditions and those with
prior paddle surfing skill
will be able to milk any
type of wave for all it’s
worth with the Sunova.

Out of the bag the Soul looks
pucka. With its classic wave
outline the 9.5ft’s construction is
A1. Bamboo shows through a
resin top coat while rails are
wrapped internally with a carbon
strip and finished with brush effect
silver paint work. This is actually a
stroke of genius as it makes the rails
super tough without weight gain, and
while all SUPs pick up scuffs eventually
the board’s livery helps them blend in.

Concentration will be
needed for the Soul to
keep tracking correctly but
glide can’t be faulted. It’s a
board that picks up even the
merest sniff of a bump and
quickly redlines to top speed.
If you’re a larger paddler looking
for a one SUP wave board then you
can’t go far wrong with the Soul.

CONCLUSION
Super light and beautifully finished,
with innovative carry handle and
high spec FCS fins, Burt Berger’s
Sunova Soul 9.5ft is a thoroughbred
wave SUP with added
usability/versatility for those
looking at some flat water
performance. While not a specific all
round SUP it does paddle OK away
from waves but surf is where it feels
most at home. A great choice for UK
paddle surfers who want a one board
quiver for whatever Neptune can
throw at us, Sunova’s Soul 9.5ft is a
high end premium slider that all
rippers will love. And if wave
windSUP is your thing then you’ll
also be well served with a mini
mastrack embedded forwards of the
handle. All in, a great concept with
Bert’s signature adorning the bottom
to make it feel almost custom esque.
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Well up for it! –
Nah Skwell Well 10.8ft x 32” x 220L
Nah Skwell’s Well 10.8ft is the brand’s go to sled for all the
family. Adept in small waves, if that’s a requirement, while
being perfectly applicable to flat water sweeping it’s a SUP
Nah Skwell say will stand the test of time.

Price:
£949

The deck pad is very
comfortable and absorbs
much of the chop as you
paddle along. The Well
tracks efficiently, due to its
subtly elongated nose, and
glide is fine for an all round
board. Standing further
back than you’d imagine
yields best results if flotsam
should become abundant. With
its flat rocker lifting the Well’s
nose avoids pearling. Rail to rail

Info:
www.nahskwellsup.com/en/well-series/

Nah Skwell’s Well 10.8ft is a super
composed board that’s a perfect
platform for any kind of SUPer to
have fun on. Designed to put a smile
on faces and offer easy access
paddling for all it certainly ticks
these boxes. You can picture the Well
being put to good use by families at
the beach during hot sunny days.
While it offers a degree of high
performance the Well is more about
overall enjoyment and being on the
water whatever your skill level.
Heavier riders may find it a good one
SUP does all. Check out the Well 9.7ft
for increased surf performance.
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It was unusual to find a SUP supplied
with a power box system – most all
rounders tend to have US box
attachments. While there’s nothing
wrong with this it may limit the
amount of tuning paddlers can
achieve if wanting to swap out
skegs. Windsurfers who SUP
may have the necessary foils in
their toy box, however.
We mentioned the Well’s flat
rocker which allows small
wavelets to be picked up with
ease. It’s a fun board to surf
in mellow conditions and a
great tutor for paddlers
looking to get into this side of
the sport. There’s also the
opportunity for a bit of toes
over action, for those will skills,
once the upfront bungee cord
has been removed.

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION
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stability is confidence inspiring –
especially for those moving up
the ranks from beginner to winner.

s h e d : h a r d

As with all Nah Skwell kit the Well 10.8ft
is well (geddit?) manufactured with
attention to detail given to key areas.
The super comfy, and
ergonomic, carry handle is
such that the board’s a
pleasure to cart to and fro.
That said at 12.5kg its One Shot
Sandwich construction, while not
heavy (and certainly robust),
will necessitate mum and dad
carrying it to the water’s edge
for little ones.
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Californian style –
Freshwater Bay Paddleboard Co
Classic 9.11ft x 31.5” x 163L

Price:
£875
(also available in bamboo and

s h e d : h a r d

teak and walnut construction)

kg ie t a r

there’s a lively attitude just waiting to break
the surface. Rails, tail and nose thicknesses
have been reduced to all but the
necessary and while glide and tracking
aren’t compromised the 9.11ft is begging
to be chucked at a wave or two.

We love seeing new stand up paddle board brands spring up
– especially companies with thinking behind it.
Freshwater Bay Paddleboard Co (based on the Isle of
Wight) is one such SUP kit peddler. Owner Charlie Cripwell
sat down for a chat with us when he dropped kit off and
we now have appreciation for his way of doing things.

Info:
www.freshwaterbaypaddle
boards.co.uk/solid.html

Picking up swells effortlessly it glides
onto waves and the Classic’s stability
allows riders to set their rail without
any unwanted surprises. The Classic’s
central fin is on the bigger side
which doesn’t allow for big snaps
and whips, but that isn’t the point
of the 9.11ft. Instead it’s a cruiser
that even allows paddlers to have
a stab at getting toes over –
having liberally applied wax to
the nose section. If increased
manoeuvrability in waves is a
concern there’s always
opportunity to swap out the
middle skeg for something
smaller.

Not content to choose stock shapes
and simply take a punt on
manufacturing quality he’s put time
and effort into developing unique
designs and has visited the
production plant on numerous
occasions. Plus local ripper Scott
Gardner and a number of Isle of
Wight based retailers input
their findings during the R&D
process. As such you can see
the quality of finish with the
Classic 9.11ft. Coming with
honeycomb fins and being
finished in retro Californian
longboard styling the 9.11ft is
a good looking home grown
piece of kit.

Even with all this wave
pedigree squeezed in the
Classic is an apt sled for flat
water sweeping. Bigger riders
would find it a good one SUP
quiver whereas lighter riders will be
having fun in the sun simply cruising.

At 31.5” width there’s a lot of
foam to play around with for the
rider. As such it’s a stable sled for
general sweeping shenanigans. Even so

CONCLUSION
If Freshwater Bay Paddleboard Co’s
Classic 9.11ft is anything to go by
then the brand has a bright future.
An admirable ethos, top drawer
product – with well thought out
attention to detail – warrants
success. A board with two faces, the
Classic 9.11ft is an adept performer
in surf for those who desire while flat
water sweepers will find an
enjoyable machine for cruising all
waters. Although the supplied fins
are well made we’d still be inclined
to swap its central foil out for
something more performance
orientated if heading for waves. A
distinct look and good price point
makes the Classic 9.11ft a good
option for heavier SUPers wanting a
single stick quiver or smaller boned
individuals after a sunny
summertime cruiser.
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Photo: Matt Parker

Scan QR-code
to find Werner
produtcs online

www.werner paddles.com
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Mellow yellow –
Fatstick 10.6ft x 32”
Most of you know the deal with Fatstick by now – the
affordable stand up paddle boarding brand based in
Bournemouth on the south coast. Not catering for the bling
bling end of the SUP market, Fatstick offers decent quality
products without breaking the bank. OK, they can cater for
performance minded paddlers as well (see FS’s Fish,
SUPSkate and race range), but their 10.6ft blow up is
designed primarily to get all round paddlers on the
brine in as quick and efficient a manner as possible.

Price:
£449

Info:
www.supdirect.co.uk/
fatstick-shop/
4584165157/ fatstickmellow-yellowisup/10131218

out sessions in the sun – families
would get a great deal of use from
the 10.6ft.

A double layered inflatable, the 10.6ft is
robust and will shrug off knocks and
scrapes without hassle. It’s not the
lightest of iSUPs and therefore isn’t
suitable for long excursions to your
chosen put in. Its supplied bag is
OK and does the job asked well
enough, while the fin and paddle
allows SUPers to get straight on
the water. We’d like to see a
better skeg, however, as this
will increase appeal no end.

And while waves aren’t its forte, our
test team did chuck it at some small
to moderate swell and found it
performed admirably. If you’re
thinking of stepping up in the surf
arena then you can do so with
Fatstick’s iSUP 10.6ft no problem.
Back on flat water and it’s easy
to pilot around most stretches
of H2O – we can even see it
being used for mellow white
water river sweeping. The
more time we spent on the
10.6ft, the more it became
like a pair of comfortable
slippers – familiar and
recognisable in performance
with no sudden surprises. It’s
certainly a well-mannered board.

At 32” wide, the Fatstick is
super stable and therefore
applicable to nervous
paddlers just taking their first
strokes in the sport. You can
inflate it to at least 20PSI,
increasing rigidity which also
in turn adds stability and user
friendliness. Gliding across the
water, it’s a good SUP for chilled

CONCLUSION
Fatstick have a clear
understanding of what their
customers are looking for. The
10.6ft inflatable, while by no
means a super high performance
sled, is perfectly applicable for the
type of paddling most people do
most of the time. If you’re a family
looking for a beach toy to entertain
the kids while offering mum and
dad a fitness platform, then look
no further. And while other boards
in the Fatstick range are more
applicable for serious touring or
surfing, the 10.6ft is still fun to get
involved with these areas.
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Without getting into a long winded spiel
of what MSL is, instead check the vid
on Red’s Facebook page –
www.facebook.com/
Redpaddle/videos. So in a
nutshell, MSL technology reduces
human error in the gluing stages
and brings automation
technology to the
manufacturing process, reduces
weight, increases rigidity and
each Red is built to last.

Price:
£899

Info:
http://redpaddleco.com/uk/b
oard/126-sport/

Inflating the Sport 12.6ft with
the brand’s awesome Titan
pump (another iSUP innovation)
is a swift and easy process –
certainly easier and quicker
than lesser pumps. That said, it’s
still a ‘process’ to inflate. While it
takes less time with the Titan, it
still takes some time.
Due to Red’s manufacturing
materials and process you can ram far

CONCLUSION
Red Paddle Co’s 12.6ft Sport is a
good looking, superbly
manufactured inflatable SUP that’s
had a lot of thought put into it. The
brand’s MSL technology ensures it is
lightweight and it can be blown up
way past the listed PSI. Patented
RSS stiffening system rods add to
an already rigid ride.
The supplied bag and top drawer
construction are welcome (the bag
especially when travelling) and in
conjunction with Red’s Titan pump
you’ll have a very appealing setup.
Able to cope with various paddling
environments, the Sport 12.6ft
takes it all in its stride and will
place beaming smiles on
progressing intermediate and
advanced SUP faces alike.
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And you can definitely feel this on the
water. At 6” thick, the Sport 12.6ft rides
higher than other Red models in the
range. But it remains composed and
certainly delivers that ‘authentic’
paddling experience the brand strive
for. It tracks well – better than some
hard SUPs we’ve used – and doesn’t
require many corrective strokes to keep
you going in the direction of travel.
Glide is also pretty good while stability
(30” wide) is fine for most intermediates
and no hassle if you have further
experience.
The Sport 12.6ft is a step up in terms
of performance for many. For those
familiar with Red’s Ride 10.6ft, the
Sport offers the next level. It covers
distance much more efficiently, can
be loaded with essentials paddlers
need for longer journeys and
overnight stays, and even copes
with moderate swell – as our test
team discovered.
We should also mention Red’s bag.
With a high level of thought, it’s a
great example of what iSUP bags
should be like. The Sport packs down
into a neat package and there’s
enough room inside the bag for other
items if needed – great for travelling on
airlines with kit. Its roller wheels only
add to the appeal and the shoulder straps
are super comfy.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

There are inflatable SUPs, and then there’s Red Paddle Co.
While a number of other brands are certainly no slouch in
terms of getting new technology within the air SUP market
moving, Red are right up there in the mix – leading from the
front. With inflatable stand up paddle boards being their
only product line, it’s no wonder the brand devotes
considerable time to R&D – hence Red’s new MSL
technology.

more than 15 PSI inside the Sport 12.6ft. This,
along with the brand’s patented Rail Stiffening
System (rods you slide into pouches along the
rails), means boards are stiff.

kg ie t a r

Sports day –
Red Paddle Co Sport 12.6ft x 30”

Hang glider –
Aqua Inc 14ft x 28” Airrider

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

We weren’t quite sure what to expect with Aqua Inc’s 14ft Air
Rider. On the beach (having been inflated) it appears quite
narrow in the tail and nose. Based on past experience, this can
equate to a lively feeling ride. At 28” wide it certainly requires
a pilot with suitable experience already under his/her belt.

Price:
£799

Info:
www.aquainc-global.com/
#!inflatable/c1mwg

great if riders are planning on
competing in surf-orientated race
events. In fact, the 14ft coped that
well with bumps we ended both
surfing it and taking a trip along some
of our favourite downwind routes. In
both instances it proved a very
capable sled.

Using the supplied pump, the standard
inflation exercise was completed. With its
double lined construction we rammed a
bit more air inside to hopefully
increase rigidity. Slotting the super
nice fin into a proper box was very
satisfying – we do love to see
proper foils being utilised for
iSUPs, which is fortunately a
growing trend. The neoprene
carry handle is comfortable to
grip, although with fin in the box
it does have a tendency to drag
while being carried. Adjusting
your grip helps alleviate this,
however.

Although there’s a narrow tail and
nose, the sweet spot for paddling is
actually quite stable. Manoeuvres
can be slightly tricky as riders will
need to step towards the tail. But
for simply powering along in a
straight line it’s not as tippy as
initially perceived.

With the Aqua Inc being 14ft, it’s
no surprise that it glides efficiently
away from the beach and carries
momentum into the next paddle
stroke. There’s quite a bit of nose
rocker in the 14ft and as such it copes
extremely well with waves and chop –

Racers will find the 14ft capable of
hitting warp speed, although it’s never
going to be quite as efficient as a hard
shell board – such is the nature of
inflatable boards.

CONCLUSION
Aqua Inc’s 14ft inflatable is a solid
performer across different SUP
environments. Its high rocker nose
copes well with surf and white water,
while its glide, tracking and top
speed are pretty good. A top notch,
wheeled bag and super high end fin
complete the polished look. If you’re
a paddler who does a lot of overseas
racing then the Aqua Inc Air Rider
14ft could work as your travel
companion (if you’re prepared to
forgo hard shell SUP performance).
Alternatively it’s a good iSUP for
skilled paddlers wanting kit for both
race and touring. It’s fun on
downwind runs and even handles
proper waves with suitable aplomb.
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O’Shea’s inflatable stand up paddle board offerings are
traditionally top drawer and the 10.6ft doesn’t fall short. In
fact, on first glance, the 10.6ft is completely blemish free – not
all inflatables are the same. There’s not an ounce of glue or
seam stitch out of place with the 10.6ft.

Price:
£679
with bag, pump and alloy
paddle

As we’ve said, the board is
well made with clearly
defined and solid seams. It
inflates easily to 15 PSI with
moderate effort and, if
memory serves us, the
supplied pump this time has
been tweaked making it the
best O’Shea inflation tool yet.

Info:
www.osheasurf.com/isup
10'6.html

The 10.6ft is light and easy to
carry using the well positioned
handle. It’s also comfortable when
grabbing to clamber back on board
after an unplanned swim. That said, the
O’Shea is wonderfully stable, allowing you

CONCLUSION
O’Shea’s range of inflatables really
are great choices for those in the
market for a blow up. The 10.6ft
offers a stable, forgiving and easy
to use platform without sacrificing
performance. It can shift if
paddlers switch up their stroke
cadence and the 10.6ft ain’t no
slouch on flat water. If Yoga is your
thing then it works well and fishing
types would also find it an
efficient platform for casting a
line. Manufacturing is suitably
high end and O’Shea prove top
notch kit doesn’t have to break the
bank.
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Thruster fins work well – we’ve
mentioned in previous O’Shea
write ups how we like the
thumb tightening system –
and tracking/glide is faultless
for a round nose SUP. Even
with strong headwinds it
behaves and as such will suit
anyone getting to grips with
SUP.
During testing we put the
10.6ft in competition with a
race board and, although we
had to work hard, it did keep up.
The 10.6ft performed surprising
well. You quickly forgot about being
aboard an iSUP and could really put
the hammer down safe in the knowledge
of the 10.6ft’s stability.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Farrel and the guys have obviously put a lot
of work into the R&D process, across all
parts of the 10.6ft’s components. It
has a great bag which is very easy
to use and has plenty of space for
all of your kit, including the
pump and two piece aluminium
paddle. The only thing we’d
suggest is the addition of a
waist belt for those off the
beaten track sojourns, but
that’s only a minor point.

space to move around with ease,
either to experiment with foot
positions or just muck about.
Pivoting from the tail or
practising cross stepping to
the nose is rewarding and
the 10.6ft even makes a
good Yoga platform. One of
the team tried this and
found hardly any ‘play’ in
the deck – rigidity is, after all,
key with inflatables. He also
stayed completely moisture
free with zero brine washing onto
the deck.

kg ie t a r

Wide style SUP machine –
O'Shea 10.6ft x 34” x 260L

Paraphyletic performer –
Hornet 10.6ft x 30”
The board’s thickness gives stability and it’s
easy to play around on with confidence,
although at elevation. Paddlers will feel
this most predominantly sluicing off the
back of chop

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Hornet Watersports have a number of years under their
collective paddle sports belts – mainly within dragon
boating. Recently the brand moved into SUP; producing
a line of paddles (see review next issue) and now
inflatable stand up paddle boards. We got hold of
Hornet’s 10.6ft x 30” to put it through its paces.

Price:
£509

Info:
www.horneteurope.com

It’s a reasonably quick SUP and will
reward proactive SUPers – spinning
from the tail is particularly fun. Glide is
efficient and the Hornet catches wind
swell with ease – moderate breeze
bump riding is therefore doable. The
10.6ft maintains stability and
slices through chop when
heading into wind, especially if
railed to good effect. Tracking
is also efficient without too
much wandering, it’s
narrower pointy nose proving
its worth even though this is
fairly unique for a board this
length.

It’s an interesting iSUP with some
alternative features to what you
usually find in this size. Although
10.6ft in length, it boasts quite a pointy
nose and nearly 4” of rocker. It is 30”
wide and yet nearly 6” thick in places
with a relatively narrow square tail –
it appears mini race board esque.
A well-constructed, double lined
iSUP, it comes with a basic pump
– effective but with maybe too
narrow a base – and adequate
draw string top bag. Its two small
side fins and a larger basic
central skeg are fine to use,
although we’d rather see a higher
end US box system allowing for
fin swap outs. Bright orange deck
grip – which is extremely non-slip
– finishes off the Hornet’s look.

Rigidity wasn’t an issue,
having inflated the Hornet to
15 PSI. We weren’t exactly
sure how much to push in as
there aren’t any specs to give
guidance. That said, from
experience and taking note of
the Hornet’s manufacturing
quality, we’re confident you can
ram more in if needed.

Sweeping from the put in is stable and
the board easily slides over chop – its
nose rocker helping deliver a smooth ride.

CONCLUSION
Hornet’s 10.6ft inflatable is a new
addition to the UK’s iSUP market.
With its unique outline it’ll certainly
prick the interest of paddlers. Its
pronounced pointy nose makes for
efficient straight line tracking in
calm and breezy conditions. It’s also
a nippy performer when seeking out
bumps for downwinding – especially
when you consider that the Hornet is
only 10.6ft in length. In terms of who
would benefit from the Hornet: any
coastal paddler looking for an
allround inflatable SUP, where breeze
is a factor, would no doubt make
good use of it with still the option of
sweeping calmer waters when
opportunities arise.
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Dos mares –
Lokahi Mares 10.4ft x 32”
no trouble and the extra air also aids
rigidity. With its supplied thumb screw
tightened plastic fin, it’s a swift
process getting in the water.

Lokahi are pulling out all the stops to set themselves up as
one of the major stand up paddle boarding companies
worldwide. We reviewed their Concept 7.9ft new school
surf SUP last issue and now move onto their all round
Mares 10.4ft x 32” inflatable offering. If the
manufacturing quality and performance of these two
boards is anything to go by then you’ll be seeing a lot
more from Lokahi…

Price:
£580
includes bag, pump and
paddle

Info:
http://lokahiboards.com/our
-products/mares-104/

Lokahi make no bones about the fact
their Mares is an all round SUP
designed primarily with tranquil
SUPing in mind. It’s not really a high
performance race or surf machine,
although the option to ride a few
bumps is certainly there. Tranquil
floats is where it’s at with the
Mares 10.4ft – breathing it all
in and the simplistic
enjoyment of being on the
brine.

Just as with any brand worth its salt,
Lokahi are investing in new materials
and technologies. With their Mares
10.4ft, Lokahi incorporate Sandwich
Dyneema Belt construction. By
compressing the deck and hull,
the thickness of the Mares has
been reduced by 20% thereby
increasing rigidity. The result is a
stiffer feeling board with a
reduced profile – for everything
from transportation to
manoeuvrability and a livelier
feel on the water.

The Mares’ stability is good
with its 32” doing an
admirable job of keeping
paddlers afloat. The
board’s reduced
thickness allows the
Lokahi to feel planted
and this inspires
confidence in the rider.
Add to the mix good glide
and admirable tracking
and you have a good
looking, well finished iSUP
that’s perfect for mellow
beach days in the sun or
generally frolicking on various
stretches of water.

The supplied pump is of the new
generation type with reduced
diameter chamber. This increased
air compression allows for a
quicker inflation process. Although
the Mares is made from single skin
Dropstitch, Lokahi’s Sandwich Dyneema
Belt construction seems to allow for more
PSI than the quoted. We inflated to 18PSI with

CONCLUSION
Lokahi’s Mares 10.4ft is a quality
looking vehicle that’s had a decent
amount of thought put into it. Rather
than being a high performance sled,
it’s a board designed to get everyone
on the water enjoying SUP for the
same reasons we all got into in the
first – that feeling of being aloft,
standing tall with nothing but a
paddle to drive you in your chosen
direction. Feeling pretty rigid
underfoot, it’ll get beginner sweepers
sweeping and everyone else having
fun in the sun.
We should also note the Mares’ bag is
quality and the supplied 50% carbon
paddle isn’t bad for a package
sweeper – everything you need in a
convenient bundle.
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http://wernerpaddles.com
Werner’s Vibe adjustable paddle is the brand’s go to ‘stick’ for
families wanting an affordable sweeper incorporating top
notch features from premium Werner paddles. We mentioned
in Werner’s Rip Stick 89 report from last issue how our personal
tastes err towards reduced rake blades. The Vibe’s angle is
shallow and certainly fits with this thinking. Combined with a
nifty integral handle lever lock system, and polished look,
you’re getting maximum bang for buck with the Vibe.

The Vibe’s shaft is, as you’ve guessed it, made from fibreglass.
Feeling light in the hands, relative to the type of sweeper the Vibe
is, its slender shaft feels comfortable to grip and efficient to
wield. There’s a pronounced dihedral running through the blade
which helps alleviate paddle flutter while deflecting water and
maximising forward thrust – not bad for a budget product.
Fibreglass made paddles give a different feel to carbon siblings
– some prefer it. One particular trait is flex properties are much
easier going on limbs and muscles. The Vibe is no slouch in the
propulsion department – as we‘ve mentioned – the difference
being you won’t feel all achy breaky post session.
We like the internal lever lock adjustment system and unlike
some solutions you won’t catch hands and fingers if sliding
during stroke changes. Incremental measurements make it
super easy to achieve the best possible length for rider
height/requirements.
Werner see the Vibe as a good option for families and we can
see why. There’s enough performance for mum and dad, who
perhaps want to smash out some mileage, while younger
SUPers will find the Vibe easy to use when indulging in all
round SUP fun.

s h e d : p a d d l e s

As paddlers progress further into SUP the word you hear time
and again is carbon. If you want ultimate performance then
shouts of carbon will resonate from all corners. And while we
agree carbon does indeed deliver fibreglass construction can
also be worthy of consideration.

kg ie t a r

Good vibez – Werner Vibe
adjustable paddle

CONCLUSION
Werner really have packed
in the features with the
Vibe. For such an affordable
paddle you get a lot of high
spec translating directly to
performance. If you want
the ultimate then, yes,
you’ll be looking at other
models in the Werner
range. For all round stand
up paddling, with a product
that won’t break the bank
offering good levels of
sweeping ability, the Vibe
could be worth a look. It
also makes a great
secondary paddle.
Price: Werner SUP Vibe 2pc Family ADJ 68"-84" Yellow RRP
Werner SUP Vibe 3pc Family TRAVEL 68"-84" Yellow RRP £149.99
Info: http://wernerpaddles.com/paddles/stand-up/vibe
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Stand up paddler's love NCW - our range is
ideal for SUP. Whether surfing,
downwinding or keeping toasty during
mellower sessions our extensive list of
products are designed with frequent cold
water use in mind. NCW thermal rashies,
hoods, boots, socks and gloves are necessary
accessories paddlers can't be without.
For the touring paddler check out our great range of dry bags perfect for keeping your belongings moisture free. If you're
going to get wet you'll be needing some NCW rubber! Check
our full range at www.northcoastwetsuits.co.uk or for personal
service and advice give us a call on 01208-880839.
FREE shipping using the offer code 'SUPM' when you place your
order online for a limited time.

As reviewed in SUP Mag UK
standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/10/12/like-a-glove-northcoast-wetsuits-mini-front-zip-winter-steamer-review

Peace of mind –
Palm Glide floatation belt
http://palmequipmenteurope.com

There has been much made about leashing up when afloat, and
here at SUPM we concur. Staying in contact with your board is
essential and safe practice. But what happens when the dreaded

https://youtu.be/91E_-hC3AA4
Palm’s Glide could be the solution. Attaching securely to
paddler waists it’s easily forgotten about until needed. A quick
tug of the yellow tab will deploy a bright yellow bladder – much
like you see on aeroplanes. Fitting over your head, while staying
attached at your waist, it keeps heads above water, via 100N of
float, and could provide valuable time needed for search and
rescue teams to locate you. 24 gram CO2 cylinders can be
replaced once spent and the bladder can be repackaged having
been inflated.
Something to keep in mind: as good as Palm’s Glide belt is it
won’t do any good if the rider become unconscious. Therefore
every box should be ticked to reduce risk before putting in. (We
appreciate accidents still happen though). The wearer actually
has to physically pull the bladder over his/her head. Having said
that it does provide peace of mind when out on the water, and
could help beginners increase their confidence while providing
experienced SUPers with essential back up if venturing offshore.

CONCLUSION

occurs? There’s nothing as sickening as that initial tug of the
ankle and then, nothing. You know it’s happened even before
you’ve broken the water’s surface. And yep, sure enough, with
daylight on your face it’s goodbye stand up paddle board as it
disappears into the ether.
Now it’s one thing to snap a leash while SUP surfing. Usually
paddlers are just a swim away from shore – sometimes a tough
swim but a swim none the less. For those venturing further away
from land, such as downwind aficionados, distance racers and
touring nuts, it’s a different kettle of fish. Accidental breaking of
contact between body and board is potentially life threatening
in these kinds of situations.

As with all Palm kit the Glide float belt’s design and styling is A1.
Inflating the Glide, even when on or in the water, is easy peasy and
it’s a swift process to yank over your head. We can really see the
Glide coming into its own for sweepers losing their main source of
floatation (board) when far from shore. Not only that, the belt has
a front located (non-waterporoof) pouch to store mobile phones
which is great when help’s needed. With its simple design and
means of inflation (via replaceable CO2 canister) Palm’s Glide
float belt is another weapon worthy of inclusion in any paddler’s
armoury.
Note: in some areas of the world you’re now required to wear a PFD
when on the water. Palm’s Glide delivers a non-intrusive way of
achieving this.
Price: £79.95
Info: http://palmequipmenteurope.com/product/glide Comes in a
choice of either blue or red..
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Palm Equipment’s Glide floatation belt is new for 2016 and
it’s a nifty bit of crossover kit that covers multiple paddle
sports. For SUPers it’s an added back up in case of emergency
that could prove invaluable during situations of dire straits.
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Be safe
belt up

GLIDE INFLATABLE PFD

The Glide sits quietly at your waist until you
need it. Pull the toggle and in an instant, you
have a high floatation buoyancy aid.

0TJLY[PÄ

LK

palmequipmenteurope.com/glide
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Tool less grin –
FCS II touring fin 9.0

Rock solid! – Rockerline his ‘n’
her Classic & Script hoody

FCS have been a staple part of many a side sliding board
aficionado’s quiver since the early days and their latest FCS
II innovation looks to make tuning SUP boards even easier. A
nifty snap/lock system allows for efficient and quick swap
outs. This system combined with the brand’s touring fins
ensured we were looking forward to getting hold of a foil or
two to put through their paces..

http://rockerline.com

Described as the ultimate dual purpose race and surf fin (for
longer boards) FCS’s SUP 9.0 touring offering has been
streamlined for increased tracking and maneuverability. A
responsive feel and unique fiberglass flex properties give it a
robust construction while delivering unique performance out
on the water. Over to Rich (test team member) for his thoughts
after giving the FCS 9.0 touring fin a thorough going over.
‘This is the first time I've come across the FCS II fin system and
all I can say is wow, awesome. What a brilliant idea! No more
worrying about having to fiddle with little screws that I always
seem to lose or wonder how on earth they have managed to
shake themselves loose whilst in transit – even after having been
tightened to the limit. No more bringing the wrong screwdriver to
the beach and having to scrounge one from someone else. This is
a great and surprisingly secure fin system – simply slide the fin
into the box and push down to snap into place. I love it!
The fin itself paddled well and was reasonably quick. My custom
touring SUP tracked well and the fin felt stiff – it helped straight
lining be even more effective. I didn’t catch any weed and the
rake seems just enough to keep that from being a problem. Pivot
turns and maneuvering was good – the FCS providing enough
extra stability for intermediates to practice while being high end
for advanced paddlers to make the most of.
At the end of the session a quick tug and out it comes so your
board can be quickly racked up on/in the van, without fuss.
Great for those strapped for time. Thumbs up from me!

CONCLUSION
FCS’s 9.0 touring fin is a great example of how swapping out low
quality skegs can increase the performance of your SUP no end.
Even across touring boards you’ll gain an advantage by
implementing a better designed and manufactured foil. But the
magic of the FCS is with its fixing system – the FCS II. Once
paddlers experience this they’ll never want to use anything else.
We can’t think of anything better than the brand’s snap and lock
system – it really is awesome. (It’s also good value for money).
Check it out for yourself; we know you’ll love it
too!

Daz Bristow’s Rockerline Clothing is aimed squarely at
participants of multiple action sports disciplines – in amongst
that is SUP. Rockerline sent us their men’s Classic Surf hoody
and a women’s Script Surf hoody to scope out.
Both garments are manufactured to a high standard and
deliver oodles of individual style. Rockerline Clothing are
another brand bucking the big corporate trend of mass appeal,
instead focusing on building a ‘core audience through hard
promotional work and superior made threads.
The Script girlie hoody in particular has a distinct elongated fit
which flatters female figures while the male Classic boasts an
inner towelling layer that we found great post sweeping. Both
tops are warm and hard wearing and perfect for lazy days at
the beach or throwing on during chillier conditions.
Each his ‘n’ her Rockerline hoodies were put to good use this
winter/spring and would become integral to any paddler’s
wardrobe over the coming months. Perfect layers for after
sunset lounging or shoulder season warm ups.
On close inspection it’s comforting to see Rockerline’s
attention to detail with manufacturing processes. Stitching
and labels are all secure and rock solid. And having been
thrown around sandy beaches we can report both are
extremely hard wearing and able to cope with the rigours of
everyday SUP life.

CONCLUSION

kg ie t a r

Price: £39.99
Info: www.supnorth.co/shop/fcs-iitouring-sup-fin/

We’re always happy to give airtime to boutique clothing and
apparel brands who follow their own path – such as Rockerline.
Owner Daz is super passionate about action sports (being a
participant himself) and his enthusiasm can be felt in Rockerline’s
garment designs. Both the men’s Classic and women’s Script
hoodies are top quality threads which all SUPers would find good
use for. Stylish, hard wearing and well manufactured Rockerline
gear is great for sweepers looking for a different flavour in clothing.
Price: Script women’s hoody – £44.99. Classic men’s hoody – £44.99
Info: If you head over to the Rockerline website and add promo
code rider25 you’ll get 25% off all products for the full year.
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Purition pouches are billed ‘real food for breakfast, lunch or
post workout’. Coming in a variety of flavours the brand’s
wholesome, tasty mixes are alternative food sources for SUP
athletes. Each pouch of Purition contains 100% natural
ingredients and designed to help with exercise recovery or
users looking to achieve weight loss.

We first became aware of Suunto’s D4i
dive computer (or watch if you’d
prefer) after reading last issue’s
Breath – SUP freediving in the
Maldives article. Fernando Stalla
puts this very same product to
good use during breath holds and
sweep strokes. With robust,
versatile time pieces hard to come by
(many fail after a few submersions in our
experience – especially if price has been
scrimped on) we were keen to check the D4i out for ourselves.

We were sent the brand’s sample pack which includes six servings.
Strawberry, macadamia and vanilla, coconut, pistachio, chocolate
and almond flavours had our taste buds positively zinging.
All Purition concoctions deliver high protein and high fibre. As
such you’ll ingest more of these two substances than normal;
plus natural fats, vitamins and minerals resulting in fewer empty
calories being consumed. Refined sugars, starch and processed
fats are non-existent which leads to better performance – all
great for any stand up paddler taking his/her training seriously.

Coming in lime green flavour (it certainly stands out) this wrist
located dive computer has lots of functions, as you’d expected,
relating to underwater shenanigans. It features a continuous
decompression algorithm - Suunto RGBM, four modes: air, nitrox,
free and off, Innovative apnea timer, and a timer in air/nitrox
modes, updateable firmware optional wireless air integration –
current cylinder pressure, remaining air time, has a built-in dive
planner, stores detailed graphical logs and dive data on your
PC/Mac using and obviously tells the time.

Purition suggest one pack of their mix will satisfy hunger for up
to 4-5 hours (when not paddling). Alternatively they’re a boost
after the miles have been smashed out. We used Purition’s
offerings after paddling sessions and while they certainly taste
great they also deliver that little pick me up everyone needs
after a workout.

Now while the D4i is a dive related product it’s actually applicable
to recreational stand up paddlers (even more so if you use your
board as a diving platform). As SUPers venturing out in
sometimes varied conditions we demand products that stand up
to the test. Cold water, waves, warmer weather and water slapping
(after wipeouts) will all take their toll.

For our money it was the strawberry and pistachio flavours that
scored highest marks but we appreciate everyone’s tastes are
different. The sample pack is therefore a great way to try a
selection of Purition flavours before deciding which one floats
your boat.

Something else you may not think is taking wetsuits on and off.
With a correct fitting wetty comes tight wrist and ankle seals. If
the watch you choose to wear isn’t tough then it can get pulled
every which way during the de-robing process. In some cases
watch clasps can become snagged. Suddenly your secure time
piece is yanked from your arm and disappears (this has
happened to us). Suunto’s D4i, however, didn’t show any signs of
releasing. The silicone strap and tough locking mechanism works
a treat.

CONCLUSION
High in protein and fibre while being free from junk and gluten
Purition protein shakes are tasty and effective for anyone into
their fitness – whether SUP related or not. The flavours of each
mix are great, although we obviously had our favourites. We can
see these becoming part of our SUP tool box for post sweeping
pick me ups. If you’re a SUP athlete, from any discipline, Purition
shakes will put a smile on your face while offering a real food
alternative to other less natural products.

The only slight nag when wearing a tight fitting wetty is mode
buttons on the side of the D4i can depress meaning the watches
display changes. This is only a minor point but you will have to
faff about reverting it back.

Price: £12.99
Info: www.purition.co.uk/shop-by-product/samples-mix-6.html

As far as dive settings go there are plenty to choose from and all
give accurate readings depending on individual circumstances.
We used the timer when messing about with freediving and it’s
very helpful (and safer) to know how long you’ve been under.

CONCLUSION
Suunto’s D4i, while being a diving specific watch, makes a good
product for SUPers. It’s tough and versatile design delivers the
basic requirements of telling wearers the hour of the day without
malfunction during heavy use. For those into freediving it’s an
essential bit of kit that’ll help keep you safe. We also like the bold,
colourful design and easy to use interface.
Price: £425
Info: http://www.suunto.com/en-GB/Products/dive-computers-andinstruments/Suunto-D4i-Novo/SUUNTO-D4i-Novo-Lime/
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Time for lime – Suunto D4i
freedive computer/watch
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The real natural – Purition
protein shake sample pack

Photo: Dave White (http://www.davewhite.photography)

